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INTRODUCTIOl\f 
Kindergartens are rapidly becoming more and more accepted as 
the b~ginning unit of ·elementary education. ~he value of their function 
increases with the ever-growing recognition of the influence of the 
early years of life upon an indiyidual 1 s total deve-lopment. Assessing 
this influence, measuring growth (in the social,, emotional and intel-
lectual processes) and describing adjustment to the school environment 
have posed as tasks defying objectivity. The nature of the individual 
child of five, the expectancies of the various philosophie·s determining 
the programs for the Hfiye11 as well as the individuality of teachers 
have all served to compound the problem. Yet as Smith and Tyler say, 
110nly as we ap'{>raise the student's achievement and as we get a compre-
hensiye description of his growth and development are we in a po~ition 
to give him sound guidance. ,,l The writer has given much conSideration 
to the problem of evaluating the growth and development of the kinder-
garten child as an e.ssential comp·onent of effective teaching and learn-
ing. The use of varied types of informal records, check ~ists and ob-
servations oyer a period of years has suggested the need for a more 
objective type of evaluation. 
1Eugene Smith and Ralph Tyler~ Appraising and Recording Student 
Progress, Vol. III, Adventure in Ameri~an Education (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, 1942), p. 8. 
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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT O;F THE PROBLEM. 
The present study has been undertaken for the purpose of develop-
ing a practical instrument which will enable the kindergarten teacher 
to understand better and appraise more accurately each child in terms 
of.his personality, adaptability and development duri~g the first year 
of school . 
. Justification of the Problem 
The kindergarten plays a strategic role in the child's develop-
ment. .As far back a:s 1928, Wickhanl emphasized the importance of the 
child's initial adjustment to the school situation. A ~eliable evalua-
tion of the development and adjustment that takes place during this 
firs.t school experience would be of inestimable value for future under-
standing and knowledge of the child. 
The kindergarten teacher frequently makes the first estimate of 
the child's behavior in a society of his peers. Because of the flex-
ibility of her program, she has a greater opportunity than most teachers 
to observe many aspects of the child's personality and behavior. Dr. 
Evelyn Goodenough was quoted as having this to say about child evalua-
tion: ''Our schools toa often try to educate a small child--say_, four 
1E. K. Wickham, Children 1 s Behavior and Teachers 1 .Attitudes 
(New York: The Co~onwealth Fund, 1928), p. 135. 
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to seven years ·o·ld--without knowing him, his strengths and weakne_sses." 
Most kindergarten teachers are well skilled in making knowledgeable 
appraisals. The.se evaluations warrant a usable, systematic type of 
record. However, as far as has been determined at this time, most 
teachers devise their own methods of appraisal based on recommended 
curriculum guides or suggestions of recognized authorities. A compre-
hensive measure is needed. It is hop~d that this in~trument will aid 
the teacher in discovering the individual child's weaknesses and 
.strengths, and having done so, make possible the n~eded help, encourage-
ment and stimulation of benefit to both child and teacher. 
1Ian Forman, "Child Evaluation--What It .Means," The Boston Globe, 
December 17, 1961, p. 8A. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This study is concerned with the construction of an evaluation 
instTument for kindergarten children. Related literature will be re-
viewed selectively to determine current thinki~g in relation to this 
study. 
Aims and Objectives of Modern KindergaTten Education 
There is a voluminous amount of literature relating to ·child 
growth and development, ear1y·childhood education~ the characteristics 
and needs of the kindergarten child~ ali of which provide the framework 
for th~ goals of current day kindergarten education. 
About 1840; Froeb.el,. the ''father11 of kindergarten, wrote: 
It (the kindeTgarten) shall give them employment suited to the·ir 
nature, strengthen their bodies, exercise their senses, employ 
their waking minds, make them acquainted judiciously with ~ature 
and society, :cultivate especially the heart and temper, and lead 
them to the foundation of all living--to unity with themselve·s .1 
The words are quaint-sounding, but the purposes still hold good. By 
way o·f compru;ison, the aims of the modern kindergarten are set forth 
by Foster and Headley in this manner: 
~he.American kindergarten of today attempts to give the child 
o~ five an education which is appropriate to his stage of deve1-
lFriedrich F'roebel, ·cited in What Are Kindergartens For? .Associa-
tion for Childhood Education International Bulletin (Washington, D. C.: 
.Association for Childhood Education International, n.d.). 
-3-
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opment, which will be satisfying to him in the present, and which 
will prepare him for the years immediately following. By such an 
education we mean the development of all his powers, physicals. 
emotional, mental and social. We do not seek to give him all the 
infC?rmation which he may need now or in the future, but we hope to· 
help him develop the power to meet new situations with the under-
standing of how to gain whatever information he may need. We try 
to give him practice and skill in thinking, rather than tell him 
what he should think. We are interested in discoyeri~g the abil-
ities and possibilities of each child, and we plan our school 
accor·dingly .1 
Some authors express the aims in terms of what the child learns 
in kindergarten. Witty and Kopel describe kindergarten ~s a place where 
children learn basic attitudes and acquire new, vital andyaried exper-
iences which lead them to become co-operative, curious, relatively in-
dependent and self-directed. 2 Zirbes .enlarges o~ this theme in terms 
of curriculum: 
KindergarLen 'readies' the child for good adjustment in school 
liVing~ for attention to group guidance~ for self-reliance in the 
routine of school living. It broadens the· child 1 s outlO'ok and 
enriches his experience with appropriate stories, songs, and 
group games; it encourages him to explore the possibilities of 
painting and other forms of ~reative activity. These learnin~s 
are all developmental, and developmental learnings call for in-
sightful guidance rather than formal instruction on the kinaer-
garten level.3 
An effective school program for young children is described by 
Heffernan as one which provides four types of experiences: (1) those 
designed to contribute to the maximum physical development and social 
!Josephine Foster and Neith C. Headley, Education in the Kinder-
garten (New York~ American Book Co., 1959), p. 18. 
2:paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading and the Educative :Pro·cess 
(Boston: Ginn and Co., 1939), p. 182. 
3Laura Zirbes, "When Critics Ask Questions," Association for 
Childhood Education Journal, 31:419, May, 1955. 
I 
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adjustment; (2) those designed to cuntribute ta the development of 
s·ocial and scientific understandings'and attitudes; (3) those designed 
to increase competence in the touls 6£ communication; and (4) those 
designed to .encourage esthetic e~,pr,e·ss:i:on. 1 
In a broader sense, the NESDEG speaks o:f kindergarten as· the in-
traduction of the egocentric you~g child ta our Amarican democratic 
society: 
We may state then that the kinde~garten--like all other levels of 
education--should .contribute to·. the physical, emotional., social 
and intellectual well-being o'4= e·.fich and every .c·hild. Concurrently, 
the kindergarten experience ~p~u1d help to initiate and develop 
in every child those fundam~ntral attitudes and behavior practices 
and patter~s valuable in democratic group life.2 
Pres·ent-day thinking in the field of child development is con-
cerned with the totality of the· ch~fd. It takes into- consideration the· 
fact that all growth is continuous and follows an orderly sequence but 
goes on at varying rates of speed. According to. Hyme.s, the field .of 
child development has three major concerns: normal .children and their 
typical behavior; children of a11 ages--from infancy through adolescence 
.and beyond; the whole child--head, heart, body and so·ul; hi.s socia:l,. 
phy.sical, .emotional and spiritual growta. 3 Dinknieyer :stresses the im-
purtance of this approach in. his statement that sophisticated profes-
1Helen Heffernan, Guiding . .t-<he __ Young Child (California School 
Supervisors .Associa.tion; Bostorl.':l'?IY. ""d. Herath and Company, 1951), p. 10. 
2New England School DeyeloR~~nt Council, A Kindergarten St~dy 
(Cambri-qge: Spaulding House, May, t9'53), p. 1. · - · 
' 
3James L~ Hymes, Jr., A .Child .Development Po-int of View (New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1955), pp. 2-3: .. ' 
6 
sionals recognize that information on child developmeat must be under-
stood in terms of the individual child, progressing thro~gh varied 
stages at varying developmental rates. It is vital that we have an 
awareness not only of his rate of physiqlogical maturin.g but also of 
1 
the influertce of his environment and traini~g. 
The child development point of view is spelled out more specif-
ically by Logan in a list of principles of child growth and deveiopment: 
1. Development is continuous,. gradual and orderly. 
2. Development proceeds from general to specifi~ responses. 
3. Development is interrelated. 
4. Growth varies among individuals. 
5. Dev.elopment proceeds at different rates for different 
parts of the body. 
6. Each individual normally passes through each major stage of 
dev.elopment. 
7. Each developmental stage has characteristic traits. 
8. Many problems a:t;"e no:rmal behavior for the age in which they 
dccur. 
9. Growth creates needs. 
10. Growth is modifiea.2 
It is the responsibility of the kindergarten to promote balanced growth 
and development for each child in the light of these principles. 
Techniques .Available for· Evaluating Growth and 
Development of the Kindergarten Child 
Once educational goals have been defined, it is essential to have 
some means whereby the child's progress toward these goals maybe re-
1non Dinkmeyer, 11Understanding Children,' s Behavior~" Elementary 
School Journal, 6lt314-16, March, 1961. 
2Lillian M. Logan, Teaching the y;oung Child (Bo.ston.: Houghton 
Mifflin Co., 1960), p. 28. · 
ported and evaluated. Rawin deplores the lack of recorded evaluation~ 
at the kindergarten level: 
c 
In many ways the pre-school a:nd kindergarten-primary years are 
the most important years ·of an individual '·s life. His experi-
ences during this period are aetermining factors in the develop-
ment of his life pattern. Records of these early years are of 
paramount importance in understanding a child's later develop-
ment, but they are available for only an infinitesimal pr'Oportion 
o-f children ,1 
Exclusive of paper and pencil tests> which at th& kindergarten 
level are mostly readinz readinesE tests or tests of general intelli-
7 
gence, there is a variety of techniques which have been ~sed for study-
ing children. Wills and Stegeman2 suggest the'following informal tech-
niques far gathering data with which to measure groups: initial inter-
views, anecdotal records, achievem~nt records, and check lists of areas 
o.f pehavior. .All of thes·e are usable at the kindergarten level and each 
contributes special information pertinent to the total appraisal •. 
The initial interview. The initial interviewwith the parent and 
child at the time of registration for school provides data: ~oncerning 
the child> his parents, his family and home--all of which become part o-f 
his Cumulative Record. The initial interview supplies information about 
the child's physical condition which is incorporated into his school 
Health Record. This record includes his past physical nistory, the re-
sults of examination by the schoo1 physician> a record of his height and 
1Ethel Kawin> "Records and Reports; Observations; Tests and Meas-
urements.> 1' Early Childhood Education, Forth-·sixth Yearbook of the National 
Soci:ety for the S'tudy .of Education, Part II (Chicago: University ·of 
Chicago Press, 19'48), p. 287. 
2clarice D. Wills and William H. Stegeman,. Living in the Kinder-
garten (Chicago: Follett ~ublishing Co., 1958)> p. 272. 
• 
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weight growth, and the condition ~£ his teeth, vision .and hearing. The 
interview will often disclose informa·tion about disabilities, behavior 
patterns, and special t~lents which .a·ids the teacher in understanding 
the child. The skilled teacher lea;ns, much more than statistical facts 
fronrthis interview. 
In pooling the information gathered through the initial enroll-
ment process, Gans~ Stendler and Almy say that the teacher finds her-
self with the tentative answers ta pertinent questions. ~hese relata 
ta the: child's physieal resources, his socializing experiences, his ap-
p~rent place in the family, the areas in which he seems to· find satis-
fac.t:i,ons ~nd those where he seems to have difficulty. 1 From interviews. 
the teacher alsa learns about the status of t4e family, its child-rearing 
practices a~d leisure-time inter.e~ts. 
Observations. The clas·sroon:t t.e~:cher uses informal observation 
daily. However, Thorndike and Hagen stress the fact that ·observations 
must be systematic;· organized and di-r.ecte:d if tQ.ey are ta ·yield depend-
able information about an individual and b.e free from bias and subjectiy-
ity. Systematic, tim~d ~bservatio~ of pupil beha~ior has been used ex-
tensively in studies of infants ancf.-pre-school children and is essentially 
a rese~rch tool. It is too time-con$~ing ta be practical and too spe-
cia:lized to he useful to the classrool!l teacher in building b.etter under-
standing of her pupils. 2 Howeyer, the teach~r can improye the objectiv-
1Roma Gans, Celia: Stendler ,. anc\ .Millie Almy, Teaching Young Chil-· 
dr:en (Yonkers-on-Hudson, ]ifew York: Wor.ld .Book Cb., 19:5'2) _, p .• 124. · 
2Rob~rt L. Thorndike and Elizab~th Hagen, Measurement and Evalua-
tion .in. P.sycho:logy a:nd~.Education (New ·YbJ:..at: John Wiley and Sons, tnc. , 
19'61) ,. pp·. 399-411. 
9 
ity of her classroom observations by adopting some of the systema-tic 
obs·ervation procedures such as selecting the aspect of behavior .to be 
observed, -definirtg the· behaviors that fall within a category and not.ing 
the frequency of occurrence. 
Anecdotal records. Anecdotal records are the recordings of the 
1 
teacher 1 s informal observation. Although Gans, Stendler and Ahny state 
tha:t anecdotal records are one of the most· useful- evaluation devices· for 
the teacher to·use,. in that they ~an be applied to any aspect of behavior, 
they have certain limitations. They are subject to er~ors of ina~curacy, 
selectivity, bias and interpretation. Thorndike and Hagen-agree that 
anecdo·tai ·records. are a significant aid in working with young childr-en 
2 but require· skill and time if they are to be objective. 
Achievement res~rds. In the kindergarten, these consist of work 
sa~ples in the form of actual work or snapshots of creative obje~ts, 
samples of language development (teacher's reports o·r .actual quotations), 
teacher's record of play interest and work habits. Comparisen of data 
at intervals during the year wo1:1ld deter:niine progress. Ea~h of these 
tec·hniques may co.ntribufe, to a limited degree, to the kinde:ttgarten 
teacher's understanding of each child. 
In discussing appraisal":niethods for young children., Wrighustone· 
differ·entiates between paper and pencil-tes,ts and methods su~c:essfully 
.applied to young children. These measures are .. the rating scale., the 
1Gans~ Stendler, and Alroy; op. cit., p. 129. 
2lhorndi~e and Hag~n, op. cit~, p. 418. 
10 
interview, judgment scales of child products, controlled observational 
techniques, anecdotal and stenographic records and pho'tographic evi ... 
dence. He comments on the difficulty~~ establishing the validity, re-
liability and objectivity of these mathods and on the practicality of 
their use in typical school situations.1 
2 Anderson, too, suggests that in the absence of standardized 
tests, descriptive .accounts and ratings are sometimes used. He dis-
cusses specific techniques for securing data, all of which are scien-
tifically based on careful ob_servation and accurate r·ecorning of these 
observations. With the exception of the rating scale, most of these 
methods are more appropriate for clinical rather than classroom use. 
"The Rating Scale 
Of all these techniques, Good and Scates state that the rating 
scale is probably the most ·commonly used instrument for making ap-
3 praisals and is found in a lar.ge variety of forms and uses. Fein-
4 gold lists nine types in his comprehensiva review of rating scales. 
These are: (1) the Paired Comparison, (2) the Questionnaire, (3} the 
Check List, (4) the Point Scale, (5) The Multiple Reaction Scale (a var-
iant of the ~uestionnaire), (6) Linear, (7) Frequency and (8) Graphic 
lJ. 'Wayne Wrightstone, "Appraisal of Tests and Measurements for 
Young Children,11 Childhood Education, 15:252-57, February, 1939. 
2John E. Anderson, ''Methods of Child Psychology, 11 Manual of Child 
Psychology, L. Carmichael, ed. (New York: Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1954), 
pp.' 19-33. 
3carter Good and Douglas Scates, Methods of Research (New York: 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1954), p. 681. 
,. 
4s. Norman .Feingold, ''The Construction of a Vocational Service 
Rating Scale'' (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, .Bo_ston University, 
1948), pp. 10-15. 
1l 
Scales (adaptations of the Point Scale) and (9) the Weight Scori~g 
Scale, which is more a metho·d of scoring that may be applied to many 
of the types ~f scales. Of these classifications, only a few are prac-
tical or adaptable for use by the classroom teacher at the kindergarten 
level. 
Paired comparison scale. Judges compare each subject with each 
other subject> trait by trait. Each judgment is made on the basis of 
whether or not one person or another is better on a particular trait. 
This method is best used with several judges and is practical only with 
small numb~rs of subjects and traits. It is time-consuming and diffi-
cult to score when used with a large group. 
The questionnaire scale. In thi~ technique, the subject or the 
judge answers a series of questions about the traits being analyzed. 
Answers ar~ usually indicated by True, False; Yes, No; or by the use of 
an intermediary value such as Yes, Don't Know, or Uncertain, No. This 
method could be used with young children only in the form of an indi-
vidual interview. This is impractical in a classroom situation not only 
from the standpoint of time involved but because of the questionable 
ability of the young child to respond, 
.Multipl·e reaction scaie. 'This is a refinement of the question-
T 
naire scale and involves having the subject check one of several responses 
to. a situation. It is not applicable to the type o.f evaluation with 
which this study is concerned. 
Point scales. 'This type ~f scale, according to Eowles~ is widely 
12 
1 
used in the area of personality, attitudes and conduct. Items con-
tain a series of statements arranged along a continuum with the appro-
priate point to be checked. Each of the series is given a range of 
values, the summa.tiop. of which determines the amount of quality present. 
This ty~e of rating would not be relevant to the purpose or level of 
the present study. 
Weighted scori~g scales. This techni~ue is another·method of 
scoring a point scale. Each item is given a definite numerical value 
based on an empirically chosen unit ~r on a statistically determined 
2 \ 
weighted value. Ray used this method of scoring in her instrument for 
rating character traits of primary school children. She used weighted 
values ranging from +2 to. -2. 
Linear scales. Linear scales indicate a range of ability along 
a straight line, one end representing the least amount of the trait, 
the other end representing the greatest amount. The point judged to 
be representative of the S?bject is checked by the rater. This type 
of scale has been replaced generally by the frequency or graphic rating 
scale. 
Frequency scales. In this type of scale the trait being ~eas-
ured is assumed to be distributed according to the frequency of the 
normal curve o.f distribution. Each trait is divided into five or ten 
1Geofge K. Bowles, 11The Development and Validation of the Bed-
ford Clinical Rating Scale11 (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, .Boston 
University, 1957), p. 16. 
2
.Evelyn H. Ray, 11The Construction of an Instrument for the .Eval-
uation of Certain Character Traits of Primary School Children" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1952). 
13 
equal units which are represented in terms of points or per cents. 
~his method of scaling is readily adapted to statistical manipulation, 
but the judgroents are difficult since the distribution of the trait is 
not easy to conceptualize. Gordon1 used a seven-unit normal distribu-
tion curve in her Pupil Behavior· ra.ting scale, but categorized each 
unit from lowest ta highest. 
The check list. This is a rating formwhich lists various phrases 
or· words. The judge checks tho·se which apply to the person being rated. 
Eldridge2 uses this technique for rating observable behavior related to 
classroom adjus.tment in the first grade. In its simplest form (Yes-~o) 
this technique has been used frequently as a method of evaluation at the 
kindergarten level. Despite its ease of use, it is not particularly valid 
or reliable when ·evaluating degrees of traits possessed or behavioral at-
titudes. It can be useful and practical when rating skills or knowledges 
that, once acquired o~ learned, are usually uncha~ging, i.e., shoe-tying, 
cutting with a scissors, rote counting, knowledge of color na~es. 
Graphic ~ating scales. Here·, descriptive terms are placed at 
intervals along a continuum. The judge checks the appropriate position 
.on the scale describing the subjectrs typical behavior. This check may 
J 
be made anYWhere along the continuum, not necessarily coinciding with 
the descriptive phrases. In determining the number of intervals, Wright-
~Mary G. Gordon, "An Experimental Investigation of the Value of 
Kindergarten Education" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Harvard 
University, 1940). 
2Qlive Eldridge, ''The Construction and Validation of an Instru-
ment to Measure Classroom Adjustment of Children in .Primary Grades" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation~ ~oston University; 1957). 
14 
stone, Justman and .Robbin recommend: "While no rules can be given for 
the exact number of steps which should be included ort a rating scale, 
in most insta,nces the use ·o,f 7 unit.s will yield optimal reliability. 111 
Five steps are most generally used. Frequently numerical values or 
weights are used to quantify the ratings. 
Remmers and Gage illustrate the fact that descriptions may be 
in either conf?tant-alternative form or changing-alternative form. When 
the constant-alternative form is used, each level of the trait i.s put 
into· ,general terms which are the same for all traits, i.e., extremely--
rather--~·omewhat---hardly--not at all. In the changing-alternative form 
separate descriptions are given for each trait. 2 One o£ the best ex-
amples of this type of rating scale is the Haggerty-Olson-WickhamBe-
h i . 1 3 av or Rat~ng Sea e. One item reads: 
Is he shy or bold in his social relationships? 
Pain- Timid Self-con- Confi- Bold 
fully fre- scious on dent in insensitive 
self- quently occasion hin1self to s·ocial 
conscious embar- feelings 
rassed 
(4) (2) (1) (3) (5) 
Here the numerical values :range from (1) favorable to (5) unfavorable. 
1J. Wayne Wrightstone, Joseph Justman, and Irving Robbin, Eval~ 
uation in Modern Education (New York: American Book Co., 1956), p. 169. 
2H. H,. Remmers and N • .L. Gage, .Educational Measurement and 
Evaluation (New York: Harper and Br.others, 1955), p. 341. 
3M. E. Haggerty, w. C. Olson, E. K. Wickham, Behavior Rating 
Schedules (Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: Wo~ld Book Co., 1930), p. 5. 
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Problems in the Use of aating Scales 
As has been stated earlier, the main difficulty in the use of 
rating techniques is their lack o,f objectivity. Baron and Bernard con-
cur with most authorities in stating that the common sources of exror 
in rating are inadequate or inconsistent definition of traits, fixed 
patterns of rating or generosity error and halo effect.1 
Definition of trait. The descript~on of the trait to be rated 
should not be in ambiguous terms (average, good~ poor) which are sub-
ject to different interpretations by different raters. The behavior 
should be so defined that interpretation by different judges will be 
a,:s uniform as possible. 
Fixed pattern.or generosity error. Objectivity is limited when 
a rater tends to overrate all subjects. Some raters tend to underrate, 
while others are 'prone to rate almost everyone as average. 'When the 
rater is too lenient or too severe or his observational skill is not 
accurate, the ratings tend to follow a fixed pattern. 
Halo effect. Here the rater allows the general impression of 
the subject's past performance to color his reaction to specific traits~ 
If this general impression is favorable~ it may result in overestimating 
the desirable traits and underestimating the undesirable ones. If the 
impression is unfavorable, the converse may occur. 
1nenis Baron and Harold w. Bernard, Evaluation Techniques for 
Classroom Teachers (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.~ Inc., 1958), p. 182. 
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Studies Using the Rating Scale Technique 
Research emphasis in early childhood education has shifted in 
the past few decades. Following the accumulation of normat~ve data re-
lating to growth~ development, learning and adjustment during the 
1920 1s and 1930 1s, the research interest of the late 1930's and 1940's 
centered on human needs and their effect on motivation. Gradually; 
interest has developed in grou~ dynamics, with attention on personality 
and adjustment. 
The following studies, on the nursery, kindergarten and primary 
levels, support the use of the rating scale as an effective evaluative 
t-Ool. 
1 In 1932, Bacon conducted a study to determine what type of 
rating card could be used effectively by kindergarten teachers in Santa 
Monica, California. Only those traits were included which could be 
rated with the least difference of interpretation and which would be 
carried over into the developmental life of the child. Categories used 
were Health habits, Citizenship habits, Activities--language and lit-
erature, music, art and handwork. The rating terms used were almost 
never, part of time~ practical~y always or yes-no. The ratings were 
made quarterly during the kind~rgarten year for 108 children and fo~ 
127 children at the end of grade I. The study showed that (1) the use 
of rating cards for kindergarten pupils was found feasible and desir-
able; (2) 35 traits were found suitable for such ratings; (3) ratings 
~Clarissa R. Bacon, 11A 'Study of Kindergarten Trait Ratings, 11 
Childhood Education~ 9:133-38, December~ 1932. 
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are apparently reliable as judged by the consistency with which they 
are interpreted by different teachers and by the same teacher in dif-
ferent years; (4) the traits differ considerably in the extent to which 
they are observable at fir.st ~ and the extent to· which pupils need im-
provement. :Bacon concluded from the study that in. the absence of a 
more objective method of measuring character and activity traits, rat-
ings of the type shown in the study may be made by the teacher with a 
re~sonable negree of reliability and that the use of such ratings is 
de~irable for kindergarten children. Yurther, it appeared from the$e 
trait ratings that a year in kindergarten usually results in an appre-
ciable and measurable improvement in desirable traits. 
· Conrad, 1 reporting in the same year, conducted a study to deter-
mine the validi~y of personality rating scales for pre-schoo~ children. 
In this study three nursery school teachers rated 30 children ina :Be-
havior Inventory for ~ursery School .devised by Conrad. The inventory 
consisted of 231 trait descriptions. Conrad justified the inclusion 
of such a large number of traits in this strong statement: 
Rating scales which select a few traits permitting easy ob-
servation and interpretation must either remain frankly in-
competent or assume to achieve a degree of reliability and 
validity which is only too obviously unrepresentative.2 
Conrad used a 7-point rsting scale, i.e., 
Ex.; Vigor of activity--4 
3 or 5 
if average for age 
if differing slightly tr~m age 
1Herbert S. Conrad, 11The Validity of Personality Rating Scales 
for Preschool Children, 11 Journal of Educational Psychology, 23:671-80, 
1932. 
2Ibid .. ; p. 611. 
• 
• 
2 or 6 
1 or 7 
if distinctly exceptional 
if extreme or outstanding 
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The range went from (1) energetic to (7) unenergetic. Instructions for 
rating also suggested a distribution of ratings at each level. A novel 
feature was the starring of ,critical traits. Conrad found a high corre-
lation (~ = .93 to .96) between judges 1 ratings on critical traits, but 
the co~relation between ratings of individual traits was not so high. 
He found that the reliability of ratings of young children by nursery 
school teachers and the agreement between judges v~ry significantly 
with (a) trait judged, (b) child judged~ (3) estimated significance of 
the trait for the child in question~ and (4) the confidence with which 
the judge rates the trait for the particular child. 
He condluded, however, that on the nursery school level, where 
the child 1s relations are comparatively naive and unconcealed, rating 
of human character is practical. He felt that the favorable results 
indicated that the Inventory represented a valuable method of attack on 
the possibility of scientific and systematic determination of the in-
fluence of prerschool years upon later character development. 
1 . 
In 1939, Pechstein and Munn conducted research to develop an 
instrument for measuring social maturity at the pri~ry level in an at-
tempt to obtain an 11unbiased understanding of child behavior. 11 They 
used a 5-point scale of code'd numbers: 
1) never -- child has ncr development in the trait 
2) means 25% of time -- child has some development, still very low. 
1L. A. Pechstein and Merton P. Munn, ''Measurement of Social 
.Maturity~" Elementary School Journal, 40:113-23~ October, 1939 • 
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3) means 50% of time so-so chance .child will respond to trait 
as given. 
4) means 75% of time -- noticeable development in trait, responds 
very often in right way •. 
5) means always -- complete development of the trait. 
A given trait was defined in terms of behavior, i.e.; Co-ope~ation 
has art of working harmoniously with others, shows willingness to sacri-
fice in accomplishment of desired end. 
The authors concluded that the scale coulq be used with confi-
dence in the primary grades and suppo~ted its objectivity by the follow-
ing correlations between ratings Gif the same children by dif£erent raters: 
Grade I .41 "! .11 to 47 + .11 
Grade II .. 71 -t .07 to 85 ± .04 
Grade III .81 ± .07 to 88 t .03 
It appeared, however, that third grade children could be rated more a~-
curately than second grade children, and second grade children could be 
rated more accurat.ely than fir.st grade children. They felt that the 
scale was re~sonably accurate for the measurement of the traits involved. 
Traxler1 describes this instrument as one of the few developed 
for use in primary grades--a level at which good instruments for the 
evaluation of behavior are much needed. 
2 Gordon used the rati~g scale as a means of evaluating growth in 
pupil behavior in a study conducted to determine the value of kinder-
garten education. An effort was made to find out if kindergarten-trained 
children were superior to a similar group who had not attended kinder-
l.Arthur Traxler, "Current Construction and Evaluation of Person-
ality and Character Traits, 11 Review of Educational Research, 11:57-79, 
February, 1941. 
·z Gordon, op. cit. 
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g~rten in regard to habits of beha~or and subsequent school achieve-
ment. The Pupil Behavior Rating Scale was used at the beginning, middle 
and end of the first grade. Ratings w~re made on deportment, industry, 
co-op·eration, health habits, self-reliance, leadership ai.J,d initiative. 
1 A sample item follows: 
Co-operation 
Does the pupil play and work well with other children? 
4% 10% 2'2% 28% 22% 10% 4% 
Among the Has much Has some Among the Works and Works and Among the 
lowest 4% diffi- diffi- middle plays plays highest 
as re- culty in culty in 28% as well with very well 4% as re-
gards co- working working regards other ·with gards co-
operation ap.d :Play-. arid play- co-opera- children o:ther operation 
ing with ing with tion av- children 
other other erage for 
children chiidren age 
From the results of tne study, Gordon concluded that children 
who .attended kindergarten po-ssessed more desirable habi~.s of behavior 
than similar children who had not attended kindergarten when those chil-
dren entered first grade. After attending for approximately hal£ a year, 
the former group still were superior, b~t the difference between the two 
groups had decreased. At the end of the year, ~here was no significant 
difference in behavior habits between the two group.s. She also found 
that kindergarten education gave children no advantage in regard to sub-
sequent school achievement. 
2 In 1951, L.ightfoot studied the p·ersonality characteristics of. 
1Ibid., p. 192. 
2Georgia F'. Lightfoot, Personalitv Characteristics of Bright and 
Dull Children, Contributions to Education No. 969 (New York: Bureau of 
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1951). 
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bright and dull children by means of a 5-point graphic rating scale. 
The following is a sample item: 
rude 
Impoliteness (Rude, niscourteous, Rough-mannered) 
often displays 
rough manner 
usu-ally 
courteous 
rarely 
impolite 
never rude or 
discourteous 
The rater was directed t~ check a point on the line which indicated his 
idea of the child 1s position with regard to the characteristic in com-
parison with the average child of the same age. Six techniques were 
used to get ~ judgment on each of 20 variables in order to determine 
the contribution of each technique to the final judgment. These were: 
· (1) Minnesota Home Status Index, which proved inadequate when applied 
to New York City. and necessitated the development of a Hom~ and Neighbor-
hood Questionnaire as a supplementary technique; (2) Child Interview 
~attern of 18 questions relating to play and recreation as well as school 
.friends and populari.ty; (3) Maller Sketches, designed for psychological 
diagnosis of relatively mild forms of maladjustment; (4) Rating s~ale 
previously described; (5) Projective technique--6 film excerpts applic-
able to the 20 variables; (6) Composite folder of all material for each 
child. 
The study concluded that the rating scale ranked first as the 
technique with the highest correlation as the most productive source of 
data. This was expected since it applied most directly to the 20 vari-
ables and was designed specifically to measure them. . 
' 
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1 Geedy (~955) used a rating scale technique in a study to develop 
techniques to determine the effectiveness and acceptance of e·stablishiD;g 
a kindergarte~ program in a school system. He listed 20 criteria for 
evaluating readiness for first grade~ and both home and s.chool rated 
the child on each item. He used the constant-alternative form of de-
scription--Hardly, Occasionally, Frequently, .Almost always. Re1iabil-
ity for the form used was indicated by the fact that the probability was 
less than 1 per cent that they would be random samples in the number of 
items used. He a1so,concluded that the rating scale yrovided excellent 
information as a basis for summary conferences with parents and as an 
indication to future teachers of the strengths and weaknesses of aach 
child. \ 
Brown and Hunt, 2 in 1961, di-rected a s.tudy to investigate some 
aspects of children's adjustment in kindergarten and prior attendance 
at a 11progressive11 nursery school. .Four independent graphic scales 
were constructed. The four scales were: (1) Activities scale--child's 
adjustment to kindergarten activities; (2) ,Group scale--child's adjust-
ment to peers in classroom situation; (3)-~uthority scale--routine re-
lations with teacher; (4) Personal scale--personal or inner adjustment 
o.f whole child. Each scale was divided into ten equal intervals and 
lcalder B., Geedy, 11The Introduction of a Kindergarten Program in 
a School System With.Special Emphasis on the Development and Application 
of New Techniques to Detennine Its Effectiveness and Ac-ceptance" (unpub-
lished Doctorai dissertation,-Pennsylvania State University, 1955). 
2Ann W. Brown and Raymond G. Hunt, ''Relations Between J)lursery 
School Attendance and Taachers' Ratings of Some Aspects of Children's 
Adjustment in Kindergarten';" Child Development, 32:585-95, 1961. 
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qualified by assigning each interval a numerical value of 1 to 10. The 
continuum ranged from very good to poor. Mean .scores were compared on 
42 nursery children and 45 non-nursery children. The ~ontrol (non-
nursery) children received higher mean ratings with significant differ-
ences in scales 1~ 2, and 4. These results indicate that non-nursery 
children were rated .as 'Petter .adjusted than nursery children. In the 
case of adjustment to teacher~ no significant difference was foun~. 
Thi's study failed to :support the hypothesis that nursery school attend-
ance will enhance later school adjustment--the results being just the 
contra-ry. 
Medinnus·1 ;reported recently the results of a study to develop a 
rating scale to .assess the young childis adjustment to first grade. He 
constructed a scale of 52 items obtained from interviews with 25 teachers. 
His items covered these five major .areas: (1) physical status and motor 
behavior, (2)- social behavior, (3) emotional behavior, (4) intellectual 
abilities and behavior, (5) .adjustment to classroom membership and re-
quirements. He used a 5-point scale with descriptive phras·es for oppo-
site ends. The fo·llowing are sample items from each category: 
(1) 
(2) 
Ability to dress self 
. . 
1 Unable 
Leadership 
lLacking leadership 
qualities 
5 Very capa:ble 
(ties shoestrings) 
5 Possesses good 
leadership qualities 
1Gene R. Medinnus., 11The Development of a 'First Grade Adjustment 
Scale," Journal of Experimental Education, 30:2:243, December; 1961. 
(3) 
(4) 
(,5) 
Fear and anxieties 
1 Has many 
Creativity 
1 Few original idea~, 
unimaginative 
Ability to listen 
. . 
1 Inattentive, 
dreamer 
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5 Free of 
5 Very ·creative, 
o~iginal, excellent 
imagination 
5 Good attention 
The scale was used tcr rate two groups (pilot and study groups) 
to obtain reliability and other data. Scores were examined in relation 
to chronological age, I.Q;, and sex differences. The results showed a 
full-scale correlation of .77 for inter-rater relations. A correlation 
coeffi'C'ient of -.52 was obtained between the first grade adjustment 
ratings of the pilot group and their Haggerty-Olson-Wickha~ ratings 
made in the kindergarten year. This was in the expected direction, 
since higher Haggerty-Olson-Wickham sco·res indicate poor adjustment, in 
contrast to the First Grade Adjustment Scale sc9res. Coefficients of 
+.21 and +.42 were obtained between adjustment scores and c.A. and I.Q., 
respectively, for the study group. The respective mean rating;of boys 
and girls were 168:72 and 183.35. Medinnus suggested that the scale 
would be of value to Grade I teachers as a guide to conferences with 
parents, especially at the end of the year, and would help in pinpoint-
ing general as well as specific weaknesses and strengths. He further 
suggested that the scale would be useful in a number of research areas. 
the goals of modern kindergarten education were summarized as a 
major preliminary step to the construction of an evaluation instrument. 
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~ discussion of the various tec~iques available for eyal~ating growth 
and development of the kindergarten child indicated that the rating 
scale is one of the most effectiye methods. This was further demon-
.strated in a number of studies which used the rating scale technique 
herein described. The procedure used in building the instrument will 
be discussed ~the following chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DiSTRUMENT 
The significance of the e~rly years of childhood upon the indi-
vidual r.s future growth and development and the important contribution 
kindergarten education makes to these years are now gene~ally accepted. 
Therefore) it is apparent that some form of evaluation of the child's 
development during his yea~ in kindergarten would add considerably to 
our knowledge and understanding of the individual child. This study was 
undertaken to develop and use ~n instrument to meet this purpose. 
Selection o·f an Evaluating Technique 
Initially, a check list was considered as a possible method of 
evaluation. The limitations of this form of appraisal soon became ap-
parent. Since g~owth and development are continuous from birth and 
since children's behavior is ever-changing, a methodology that provided 
for growth and change was needed. From the review of related literature, 
it was concluded that the rating scale technique would be the most ef-
fective method of appraisal for this study. Allport says: 
Fnr all its limitations) the method of rating is of perma-
nent value. Of all the techni~ues of analysis it is the 
easiest to employ. It is likewise the most venerable, for 
comparative judgment.s of individuals are as ancient as human 
society, and will presumably endure as long .••• 1 
1Gordon W. Allport, Personality: A Psychological Interpretation 
(New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1937), p. 447 (as cited in Lightfoot, .QE. • 
.ill· ,, p 0 34) 0 
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Of the various rating scale methods reviewed, the graphic rating 
scale appeared to be the most desirable because of its greater objectiv-
ity, clarity and discriminatory qualities. According to Yreyd, the 
graphic rating scale has the following general advantages: 
It is simple and easily grasped. It is interesting and re-
quires little motivation of the rater. It is quickly filled 
out. It is simply and easily scored. It frees the rater 
from direct quantitative terms. It enables the rater, never-
theless, to make his.discriminations as fine as he cares, al-
though this discriminatio~ is lost if a scoring stencil of 
only a few points is used. • . • The fineness of scoring may 
be altered at will •••• 1 
Selection of Items 
The first three major steps in developing an evaluation program, 
according to Smith and Ty1er, 2 .are: formulating objectives, classify-
ing objectives, and defining objectives in terms of behavi<Yr • .Many 
books, pamphlets, and courses of study were screened in the process of 
formulating the specific objectives of kindergarten education upon which 
to base the instrument. (The list of sources is to be found in the sup-
plementary biblio;graphy.) The specific objecti;ves were in four major 
areas of development: physical, social, emotional, and mental or in~ 
tellectual. After much reading and screening, the following specific 
objectives were ~ecided upon as the educational goals upon which to 
build the instrument: 
1Max Freyd, "The Graphic Rating Scale, 11 Journal of Educational 
Psychol~gy, 14:94, 1923. 
2Eugene R. Smith and Ralph W. Tyler, Appraising and Recording 
Student Frogress (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1942), p. 15. 
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Specific Objectives Related to Physical Development 
1. To facilitate growth by. providing opportunities for freedom and 
p~ysical activity. 
2. To make provision for daily health inspection~ periodic medical 
examination and correction of remedial defects.. · 
3. To m~et the child's needs for rest, exercise, good nutrition and 
safe behavior. 
4. To help the child practice desirable health habits. 
5. To provide the opportunity to develop motor skills and muscular 
co-ordination through physical exercise, free play, rhythmic 
activities and socializ~ng games. 
Spe~ific Objectives Related to Social Growth 
1. !o provide satisfying experiences in group living which lead the 
child to find a comfortable, contributing place in his group. 
2. To enc6urage the child to take the initiative in planning and 
doing things. , 
3. To provide opportunities which give the child satisfaction in 
being a leader as well as a follower. 
4. To .cultivate habits of sharing and taking turns. 
5. To establish habits of courtesy, kindness and helpfulness. 
6. To teach respect for the rights of others. 
7. To teach respect for and prompt response to authority. 
8. To teach children toEanage themselves, their materials, the 
routine of the day. 
Specific Objectives Relating to Emotional.Growth 
1. To give the child a sense of happine.ss and secu:r·ity in his in-
trpduction to school. 
2. To lead hnn to experience success. 
3. To help the child to modify and control emotional responses which 
are likely to lead to unhappine.ss for himself or others. 
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4. ~o encourage a fealing of personal worth and recognition oi the 
value of the individual as a participating member of a group. 
5. To encourage the child to persist in his efiorts. 
6. To help the child ta accept disappointment, criticism or lack 
of success gracefully and constructively. 
7. To help· him develop a feelin_g of independence and .self-reliance. 
8. To develop ability to carry some responsibility. 
9. To help the child develop a sense a£ humor. 
10. To encourage him to meet new situations with assurance. 
Specific Objectives Related to Mental Development 
1. To encourage the child to extend his experience in and under-
standing of the social world in which he lives. 
2. To encourage the child to use concrete materials provided in his 
environment so that he may deepen his understanding through 
sensory impressions.· 
3. To develop language as a satisfying means of communication and 
expression. 
4. "To provide real exl?eriences which build reliable concepts and. 
bring meanings to language. 
5. To ·encourage the child to ask questions, seek answers, to observe, 
to discover, to test, thereby developing inquisitiveness. 
6. Develop the rudiments of problem-solving. 
7. Provide opportunity for growth in understanding of spatial and 
quantitative relationships. 
8. Introduce the child to literature and develop an interest in, 
respect and appreciation for books. 
9. Ta help the child appreciate the poetry of words. 
10. To help the child develop a sense of humor. 
11. To help the child tcr be a good listener.• 
·-
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12. To provide opportunity for the child to express himself aesthet-
ically through art media. 
13. To· help the child become acquainted with and enjoy his :musical 
herita,ge. 
14. To provide an emotional cl~te that is condu~ive to thinking 
and learning. 
Once trh~ specific objectives had been determined, it became nee-
essary to define them in terms of behavior appropriate to the kinder-
garten child. In a survey of recording and reporti~g practices in some 
~ew England kindergartens, Worg~ld1 listed the following most freque~tly 
mentioned traits: 
11 Social and Emotional Traits Most Freq~ently Mentioned 
1. Works well in a group& 
2. Follows directions. 
3. Respects rights of others. 
4. Assumes responsibility. 
5. Is .courteous. 
6. Is willing to share. 
7. Shows leadership. 
8. Shows self-control~ not easily excited. 
9. Finishe·s work. 
10. Obeys promptly. 
11. Is co -op·erat ive • 
7 Specific Intellectual Skills Most FreguentlyMentioned 
1. Language and literature. 
2. Visual discrimination. 
3. An awareness of numbe:r. 
4. Music~-songs and rhythms. 
5. Prope:r use of books. 
6. Left to right sequence. 
7. Auditory discrimination. 
7 Physical Characteristics Most Frequently Mentioned 
1. Muscular co-ordination. 
2. Vision. 
1Elsie R. Worgold, 11Recording and Reporting Practices in Some 
!'lew England Kindergartens'' (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, School of 
Education, Boston trniversity, 1955). 
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3. Heari~g. 
4. Speech. 
5. Yosture. 
6. Handedness. 
7. General health. 
Using these traits as a frame of reference, a tabulation was made 
of the frequencywithwhich pertinent behaviors were included in eleven 
selected eyaluatio~ records and curriculum guides. (The list of sources 
may be found in the supplementary bibliography.) It is to be noted that 
the same skills and abilities may appear within different categories. 
These are not duplicatio~s, but are tallied as they were classified in 
the respective sources. 
table r shows the frequency with whxch twenty-four items of in-
tellectual behavior were mentioned in the selected evaluation records. 
0 
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TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF TWENTY-FOUR ITEMS OF IWTELLECTUAL ~EHAVIOR 
I.tem 
Expresses own thoughts (shares ideas with gr~up) 
Completes tasks within his power 
Works independently 
Follow directions 
Listens attentively 
Speaks clea-rly 
Repeats short rhymes 
Retells a story 
Shows perseverance 
Inte'rprets pictures 
Shows initiative 
Talks in connected sentences 
Has ability ta discr±minate visually 
Has ability ta discriminate between $ounds 
Expresses curiosity 
Shows creative ability 
Displays an interest in books 
Displays an interest in meanings of symbols 
Can count to 10 
Recognizes numbers 1 to 10 
Can count objects 
Frequency 
11 
9 
9 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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The most frequently mentioned items had to do with the child's 
ab'ility to express himself, his power of attention, concentration and 
recall, and his ability to work independently. The least frequently 
mentioned items were concerned with interest in the meanings of symbols 
and number concepts. However, these items are tallied additionally 
elsewhere. 
The frequency with which twenty items of social behavior were 
mentioned is reported in Table II. 
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TABLE II. 
DISTRIBUTION QF TWENTY ITEMS OF SOCIAL BERlVIOR 
Item Frequency 
Enters into playwith others 10 
Works we 11 in a group· 8 
Participates in class activities willingly 7 
Is co-operative 6 
Is courteous 6 
Accepts repunsibility 6 
Respects .authority 5· 
Respects rights of others 5 
Shares toys and materials willingly 5 
Does he help--or annoy--others 5 
Obeys promptly 4 
Takes turns in play 4 
Accepts criticism gracefully 4 
Is willing to follow lead of others 4 
Takes .ca're of personal property 4 
Feels confident and secure in learni~g situation 3 
Meets new situations with confidence 3 
Takes care of ·group property 3 
Is frien~ly toward adults 2 
Is not easily ·confused o~ discouraged 1 
Is a good loser 1 
The items which recurred most often were: c.oncerned with the 
child's ability to work and play in a group situation~ his classroom 
participation and co-operat~on and his attitude toward the teacher and 
other child:t'en. 
Table III shows the frequency with which items of emotional be-
havior appeared in the selected sources. 
TA13LE I~I 
PISTRIBUTIO~ OF EIGHT ITEMS OF ~OTIONAL BEHAVIOR 
Item 
Stability 
Display~ timidity or fear 
Is aggressive 
Shows self-control, not easily excited 
Displays happ.iness 
Displays temper--anger 
Is independent 
Is self-reliant 
Frequency 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
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Emotional behayior was most generally indicated by some state-
ment concerning the childfs emotional stability. In a few instances, 
the behavior was sp·elled out more specifically. 
Items referring to physical growth and development are tabu-
lated in Table lV. 
!ABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELEVEN ITEMS 
CONCERNING !'HYSICAL GROWTH. .AND DEVELOPMENT 
Item Frequency 
~arge muscle ·co-ordination 
Finemuscle co-ordination 
Skill in running, skipping, etc. 
Gene~al bealth--~ctive, energetic 
Posture 
Eye-hand co-ordination 
Handedness 
Hearing 
Vision 
Speech 
Teeth 
7 
6 
6 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
The items which occurred mqst frequently had to do with the 
child's genera1' hea~th and his use of both large and small muscles. 
the least frequently mentioned items may have been omitted in most 
.c.ases because they were already incorporated into health records. 
Table V shows the tabulation df skills mentioned in the evalua-
tion records. 
TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTIOl\f OF FIFTEEN SKil.LS 
Item 
Handles crayons properly 
Handles scissors properly 
Handles books properly 
Handles pencil properly 
Responds to rhythm 
Has an awareness of number 
Puts on ~lothing 
Auditory discrimination 
Visual discrimination 
Knows -colors 
Left to right sequence 
Ties shoes 
Can print name 
Can bounce ball 
Knows name and address 
Frequency 
8 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
The most frequentlymentioned skills concerned the child's abil-
ity to handle materials properly. The childfs response to music~ num-, 
ber concept.s, auditory and visual discrimination., and his ability to 
dress himsel£ are tallied additionally in other categories. 
Several habits were included in some of the records and are 
tabulated in Table VI. 
TABLE VI, 
DISTRIBUTION OF FOUR liABITS 
Item 
Can care for personal needs 
Nail-biting 
Other habits 
Thumb sucking 
Frequency 
7 
2 
2 
1 
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Most evaluation ~ecords were concerned with the child's ability 
to care for his personal needs. A few indicated other habits might be 
checked if desired. 
Most evaluation records indicated the specific interests of the 
child. A tabulation of these interests is reported in ~able VII. 
e TABLE VII 
DISTRIBUtiON 0~ SEVENTEEN INTERESTS 
Item 
Books 
Sings with group 
Participates in rhythmic activity 
Natural science 
Painting 
Dl:"awing 
Dramatic· play 
Stories 
Pictures 
Block building 
Has many interests 
Individual play 
Informal play 
Modeling 
Organized play 
:Puzzles 
Tell.ing stories 
Frequency 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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The mo~t frequently mentioned interests involved books) music 
and creative activities. Some of the items appeared in more than one 
~ategory~ sometimes wo~ded differently. 
An analysis of the frequency distributions of the items was made 
for the purpose o·f re-evaluating their importance, rec-lassification and 
matching items to specific objectives. It was found that some of the 
behaviors overlapped and could be combined. Others were more suitably 
used as de.scriptions of degree rather than of the trait itself. Still 
others were more properly classified in different cateBories. 
For the purposes of this study, the items were categorized as 
follows: 
Intellectual development 
Social development 
Emotional development 
Physical growth and development 
Skills 
Habits 
For the first three categories, a graphic rating scale was de-
vised with four descriptive degrees of changing-alternative form for 
each item. Although most authorities sugg_est a 5-point scale for gen-
eral use, it was felt the four degrees of de-scription--two at opposite 
ends not s·o extreme that the rater would avoid them and two more toward 
the center of the continuum--would encourage the rater to a wider range 
of judgment and avoid the pitfall of "average 11 ratings. The skills were 
adapted to a simpler form of Yes-No rating. Each specific objective was 
matched to one or more items. 
One of the limitations of using some evaluative techniques is 
that they are too time-consuming. With this in mind, it was decided to 
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put the information about the child's health in a brief check list form. 
This decision was predicated upon the assumption that a det'ailed health 
record compiled jointly by the teacher., the school physician, the school 
nurse and_, in some ins.tances, he·.g,ring, vision and speech specialists, is 
an integral part of the ~hild's official school record. However, since 
the approach of this study is the understanding of the "whole" child, a 
'summary of health information was incoxporated into the instrument. 
This, together with habits, formed Part I of the original instrument. 
T.he -entire format of the initial instrument was: 
Part I. Physical Health and Development 
A. Health History (see School Record) 
~.General Health andAppearance 
C. Eyesight 
D. Hearing 
E. Speech 
F. Handedness 
G. Posture 
H. Habits 
Part II. Rating Scale 
A. Social Development 
B. Emotional Development 
C. Mental Development 
Part III. Skills 
A. Motor 
B . .Readiness· 
C. Safety 
6 items 
3 items 
3 items 
3 categor·ies 
18 items 
. 
~ items 
8 i-l:ems 
10 items 
10 items 
8 items 
2 items 
In the process of constructing the instrument_, all items were 
scrutinized by four kindergarten teachers,. a first grade teacher and a 
school psychologist for relevancy, clarity of description and scaling • 
.Revisions were -made based upon their· recommendations. A copy of the 
initial evaluation form may be found in the appe~dix along with instruc-
tions ta the teacher.· 
• 
• 
CB'APTER IV 
USE OF THE INSTRUMENT 
The plan of this study involved the development of an evaluative 
instrument for kindergarten children, its use on a kindergarten popu1a-
tion and a statistical analysis of the results. The use of the instru-
ment is described in this chapter. 
Use of the Initial Instrument 
The ~ns~rument was used initially in the spring of 1961 in a 
large metropolitan area. It was used by two teachers on sele·cted chil-
dren in one class to estimate rater reliability. It was used by three 
more kindergarten teachers, including the writer, on a selected group 
of children from four classes in the same community in an attempt to 
determine if the rating scale differentiated between children judged 
by the teachers to be in the high, middle and low ranks of their respec-
tive classes. All four teachers were asked to react critically to the 
instrument and its use. In scoring the instrument, it was decided to 
use a 7-point scoring scale rather than 4 points to give finer discrim-
ination to the sociaA, emotional and mental development ratings. The 
skills were rated 1 point. The total possible score was 202 points. 
By inspection, the two ratings for each child showed high rela-
tionship. Table VIII shows the ratings by the two· teachers for the 
full-scale and individual sections on six children • 
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TABLE VIII 
SCORES OF TWO RATERS FOR SIX CHILDREN 
Total Sco.re Social Emotional Mental Skills Development Development 'Development Pupil 
Rater 
A B .A :s .A B A B A B 
1 184 180 53 54 50 48 61 58 20 20 
2 183 181 50 54 50 48 63 60 20 19 
3 161 146 50 42 39 34 53 52 19 18 
4 142 133 44 36 40 37 41 44 17 16 
5 101 90 40 32 29 22 21 25 11 11 
6 51 54 16 16 10 9 13 15 12 14 
The greatest variance in ratings appeared on the items of Social 
Development. 'The highest relationship of ratings was in the Skills 
area,_ which is as expected since these items lend themselves to great.er 
objectivity. 
Three teachera rated selected children from four classes. There 
were thirty children in all, judged by the teachers .to be in the high, 
middle and low grdups of their respective classes. 'The scores by group-
inga are shown in the fo·llowing table. 
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''L\BLE IX 
.SCORES OF T.HIRTY CHILD"REN IW HIGH, MI:PDLE. AND l.OW GROUPS 
Pupil Full Social Emotional Mental Skills Scale Development Development Development 
High G'rOUE 
1 195 56 55 64 20 
2 195 56 56 63 20 
3 192 52 52 68 20 
4 188 50 53 65 20. 
5 184 52 50 62 20 
6 182 49 50 63 20 
7 182 50 48 64 20 
8 181 48 52 61 20 
9 181 54 48 60 19 
10 180 54 48 58 20 
:Middle Group 
1 166 39 49 59 19 
2 163 46. 35 62 20 
3 163 56 42 45 20 
4 155 47 34 54 20 
5 152 42 34 58 18 
6 142 44 40 41 17 
7 141 50 39 33 19 
8 133 36 37 44 16 
9 131 43 32 41 15 
10 126 42 34 32 18 
Low Grou:;e 
1 105 30 30 30 15 
2 101 40 29 21 11 
3 97 29 29 24 15 
4 90 32 22 25 11 
5 88 22 27 24 15 
6 87 25 33 24 5 
7 84 32 23 24 5 
8 60 22 18 15 5 
9 54 16 9 15 14 
10 51 16 10 13 12 
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',rhe range of scores for the three groups is shown in Table X. 
TABLE X 
~GE OF SCORES ;FOR HIGH_, MIDDI$ AND LOW GROWS 
Group Full Scale Social Emotional Mental Skills Development Development ·Development 
High 180 - 195 48 - 56 48 - 56 58 - 68 19 - 20 
Middle 126 - 166 36 - 56 32 - 49 32 - 62 15 - 20 
Low 51 - lOS 16 - 40 9 - 33 13 - 30 5 - 15 
An inspec~ion of the range of scores in each group showed that 
while there was s·ome overlapping in scores~ the sc-ale differentiated 
with varying .degrees between the children jud_ged to be in the hi_gh, 
middle and low groups of each class. The full-scale scores showed the 
greatest differentiation, with no overlap of scores between groups. In 
the area of Social Develo·pment there was considerable overlap between 
the high and middle groups, but the low group was .clearly differentiated. 
Emotional Development items differentiated fairly well between group.s, 
with .an overlap of only one point in scores between groups. Mental Ue-
velopment scores overlapped considerably in the high and middle groups 
but, again_, the low group had definitely lower scores. The Skills did 
not differentiate well between the high and middle groups_, but the low 
group was well defined. 
The reaction of the four teachers to the initial instrument was 
generally that the scale was quite inclusive, but that some of the degrees 
of description were ambiguous and needed clarification. Some specific 
suggestion~ resulted in changes or addition of degrees to give wider 
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range to some of the items. Based on the ~riticism and $uggestions re-
ceiv~d., revisions were :made in the instrument. The Health Information 
$ection was revised, as it was found to be too ~omplicated. Some of 
the speech items were eliminated as being outside the province of the 
classroom teacher. The format was changed to make checking easier. 
Habits were put in a separate section after Skills. In instances where 
the first degree of an item presented an (a) or (b) choice, it was de• 
cided to put two lines under the item for easier rating and scoring. 
The following items were added: 
Under Social Developm~nt--Is he accepted by his peers? 
How does he initiate contact with others? 
Under Emotional Development--noes he seek adult or teacher approval? 
Under Mental Development--Does he speak in sentences? 
Can he remember and carry out commissions? 
The Skills section was revised considerably by the addition of fourteen 
items, mos'tly reading and number :readiness skills. Mo're specificity of 
items was devised and four degrees of :rating--hardly ever, occasionally, 
usually, almost always--replaced the Yes-No check to give finer discrtm-
ination to the rating. 
All four teachers commented upon the time required in rating a 
complete class. Three felt that the knowledg~ and understanding gained 
from the evaluation compensated for the time involved. The fourth 
teacher reported that she knew her children sufficiently well so that 
the use uf such an evaluation would not be practical. 
The revised instrument was inspected by a child psychologist before 
its use. A copy. of the revised evaluation with instructions for use is 
to be found in the app~ndix. 
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Use of the Revised Instrument 
In using the revised evaluation instrument, it was desirable to 
have as representative a sample as possible. Five teachers, including 
the writer, who worked with both of her classes, used the instrument. 
The classes were all within a fifty-mile radius of a large 
Eastern city •. 
Description of Sample Population 
~he children came from homes representing a wide range of socio-
economic levels. Classes A. and B were in an area marked for redevelop-
ment. Seventy-seven per cent of these children were ~egro. Some of 
the parents have come from southern states within the past decade. 
Class C was in a lower-middle class section of an industrial city. 
Class D represented a cross section of a prosperous suburban community, 
with income levels ranging from low to upper middle. Class E was in a 
prospering industrial city and represented a slightly higher level than 
Class D. Class F came from a,n industrial sec.tion ·of the same city iis 
Classes A and B. Almost 100 per cent of these children had a Chinese 
backgrotind and most of them were non-English speaking at entrance to 
school. They had little or no social contact outside the home before 
coming to kindergarten. 
Distribution of the 160 children within the six classes is shown 
in ~able XI. 
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8 TABLE X1 
DIStRIBUTION OF 160 CHILPREl\l Il\l THE SIX CLASSES 
Class Boys Girls Total 
A 8 16 24 
B 11 12 23 
c 8 14 22 
p 13 14 27 
E 13 15 28 
y. 20 16 36 
Total 73 8ZZ 160 
Of the 160 children in the six classes, 73 were boys and 87 were 
girls. 
The four communities from which the six classes came haye '3Z'ary-
ing admission ages for kindergarten. This range of age is represented 
by the frequency distribution in intervals of two, with the means and 
standard deviations as shown in Table XII. 
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TABLE XII 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGE OF 160 KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN 
Chronological Age Boys Girls Total (in Months) 
74 - 75 1 1 
72 - 73· 
70 'i 71 1 1 
68 - 69 3 2 5 
66 - 67 4 7 11 
64 - 65 11 6 17 
62 - 63 8 18 26 
60 - 61 24 17 41 
58 - 59 19 21 40 
56 - 57 2 6 8 
54 -55 2 8 10 
Total 73 Silr 160c 
Mean 61.19 60.82 69.99 . 
S.D. 2.56 3.87 3.54 
Chronological ages for the 160 children ranga from 54 months to 
74 months, with a mean chronological age of 60.99 months, computed as 
of Noyember 1, 1961. The standard deviation is 3.54. The mean age of 
the boys is 61.19, slightly higher than that of the girls, which is 
60.82. 
Table XIII shows the mean and standard deviation of chronologi-
cal age for each of the six classes. 
0 
0 
0 
TABLE XIII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 0F CHRONOLOGicAL AGE 
OF THE ~IX KINDERGARTEN CLASSES 
Class N Mean S.D. 
A 24 61.17 3.54 
B 23 62.07 4.16 
c 22 61.59 2~82 
D 27 61.24 4.36 
E 28 60.36 1.92 
F 36 60.94 3.20 
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The preceding table shows that the mean chronological age as of 
November 1 of the six classes had a variance of less than two months. 
The high mean of Class ~ was caused by two overage children. This also 
contr~buted to the high standard deviatio~ of 4.16. In Class D, early 
admission by examination caused a wide spread. The small standard 
deviation of 1.92 and lower mean for Ciass E reflect the fact that the 
class represents the younger group of the kindergarten pop~lation of 
that particular school. 
For descriptive purposes, mental ages were obtained by admin-
istering the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test to the group. Ten children were 
absent at the· time of test administration. 
Tables XIV and XV show by means of a frequency distribution the 
means and standard deviations, the range of mental ages of the popula-
tion used in this study. 
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• TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTIO~ OF ME~ AGES QF 150 KINDERGARTE~ CHILDRE~ 
Mental Age Boys Girls 'l'otal (in Months) 
84 - 87 5 7 12 
80 - 83 2 3 5 
76 - 79 2 6 8 
72 - 75 13 21 34 
68 -71 8 9 17 
64 - 67 11 10 21 
60 - 63 12 10 22 
56 '"" 59 5 12 17 
52 - 55 4 4 8 
48 - 51 4 1 5' 
44 - 47 0 0 0 
40 - 43 0 0 0 
36 - 39 0 1 1 
Total 66 84 150 
Mean 66.89 68.31 67.69 
• 
S.D . 9.32 9.64 9.52 
The mean mental age of the 150 kindergarten children, computed 
as of ~ovemher 1, 1961, is 67.69 months. The range in mental ages is 
from 39 to 87 months. This r~nge, together with the large standard 
deviation of 9.52, indicates a heterogeneity of population. 
'!'he fact that the range of mental ages is more than twice that 
of the chronological ages is further ~vidence of this heterogeneity. 
Table XV shows a range of mental ages for each of the six classes 
with the means and standard deviations .• 
• 
TABLE XV 
MEANS AND STANDARD D~VIATIONS OF MEAN MENTAL AGES 
FOR THE SIX CLASSES 
Class N Mean S.D. 
A 24 66.61 8.22 
;s 23 65.26 11.10 
c 22 76.14 7.53 
D 27 70.17 10.16 
E 28 66.14 6.84 
F 36 66.90 8.25 
The variability of the mental ages among the six classes is 
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greater than that of the chronological ages. The mean mental age of 
Class C of 76.14 is eleven months greater than that of Class E--65.26. 
It is to be noted that Classes A, ;s, E and lt have comparabl.e mean 
mental ages .• 
Part I of the Evaluation Form included information concerning 
the families and health. The family and health information was incor-
p·orated into the Evaluation Form in order to present a picture of some 
of the variables .that add to. the teacher's understanding of the indi-
vidual child. The family data for the sample population are summarized 
below. 
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~ Girls Total B,oys 
1. Born in the United States 69 84 153 
Foreign-born 4 3 7 
2. Child lives with parents 66 77 143 
with :mother 6 8 14 
with father 
with others 1 2 3 
3. Number of children in family--l 3 3- 6 
2 14 20 34 
3 13 25 38 
4 17 16 33 
5 l1 14 25 
6 9 3 12 
7 6 6 __1L 
-· 
~
73 87 160 
4. Child's place in family (o-ldest)--1 21 15 36 
2 22 28 50 
3 12 24 36 
4 9 12 2'1 
5 5 6 11 
6 4 1 5 
7 - __.1_ __.1_ 
-73 87 160 
5. Regular attendance--Yes 68 79 147 
No _5_ _8_ _1L 
73 87 160 
6. Well cared for--Yes 73 85 158 
No _2_ _2_ 
73 87 160 
I 
7. Parental ~ttitude--Indulgent 26 34 60 
1 Neglectful 2 2 4 
.Strict 4 1 5 
Protective 30 39 69 
Other (not checked) _ll_ _ll_ _n_ 
73 87 160 
FIGURE 1 
FAMILY DATA 
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Examination of the data in Figure 1 shows that all but seven of 
the 160 children were American-born. The greater number lived with 
both parents. Fourteen children lived with their mothers, and only 
three lived with people other than their parents. Families of two, 
three and four children were predominant. Twenty-four children came 
from large families, and six were only children. More than half the 
group were the oldest or second oldest child in the family. Most of 
the children attended school regularly. All but two were considered 
by teachers to be well cared for. The two prevailing parental attitudes, 
as observed by the teacher, were overprotection and indulgence. 
The health data below are presented in the form of percentages 
which show a picture of the health of the sample population. 
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Per Cent Per Cent Total 
of Boys of Girls Per Cent 
N- 73 N = 87 N= 160 
1. Normally active .for age group 74 76 75 
Hyperactive 14 10 11.9 
Listless 10 14 11 .. 9 
Unaccounted 2 1.4 
2. Average height for age group 47 49 48.1 
Tall 21.5 23 21.9 
Short 31.5 28 29.4 
3 • Average weight for age group 84 87 85.6 
Overweight 8 4 5.6 
Underweight 8 9 8.8 ' 
4. Normally healthy 78 92 85.6 
Robust 6 4.5 5 
Sickly 8 3.5 8.8 
5. Normally mature 66 56 60 
More :mature 12 :l8 15.6 
Innnature 22 26 24.4 
6. Vis ion- -l,\for,mal 94 93 94 
Keep·s work at proper distance 94 95 95 
Free from symptoms 93 93 93 
7. Hearing--Normal 100 99 99 
Responds to questions and 
directions 100 98 99 
Hears what is said in group 100 99 99 
8. Speech--Speaks clearly 80 62 70 
Enunciates well 51 46 48 
Well-modulated voice 52 44 47 
9. Difficulties obBerved 
Infantile speech 11 10 10 
Inability to make ~ertain sounds 14 15 14 
Misarticulation 11 10 10 
Lisping 3 1 2 
9. Handedness 
;Right 73 73 73. 
Left 11 13 12 
Ambidextrous 16 14 17 
10. Posture 
Good 89 91 90 
Poor 11 9 10 
FIGURE 2 
HEALTH DATA 
• 
+ 
• 
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~he data presented in Fig~e 2 indicate that 75 per cent of the 
group were considered normally active for their age group. Approximately 
48 per cent of the children were of average height. Of the remainder, 
fewer were taller than shorter. Eighty-five per cent were of average 
weight and normally healthy. Fifty per cent were normally mature~ and 
of the remainder, a greater number were immature. Almost all the group 
had normal vision, with two children wearing glasses, and all but one 
child had normal hearing. 
Seventy per cent of the children spoke clearly, but more boys 
than girls had good speech. Ten per cent of the children had infantile 
speech. Seventy-three per cent of the children were right-handed, 
Ninety per cent of the group had good posture. 
The Teachers 
The teachers who used the evaluation instrument were experienced 
kindergart·en teachers. Three teachers conferred with the writer to ac-
quaint themselves with the purpose and use of the instrument. The fourth 
teacher received written instructions. 
Procedure 
All teachers rated each child in their classes during the fall 
of .the school year. The ratings we·re compl~ted and re.turned to the 
writer ~or scaling. The teachers also administered the Goodenough Draw-
A-Man Test, which was scored at the same time to obtain a measure of 
mental age. In April the children in each class who received the five 
highe·st and the five lowest scores on the first rating were rer.ated by 
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their teacher. For the purpose of this study, the second rating was 
.done without reference by the teacher to the first rating, For general 
use, the ratings could be done on the same form, using different-colored 
scoring pencils. 
The teachers were asked to react critically to the evaluation in-
strument and its usability. 
Scaling of the Instrument 
As previously described, each continuun1 in Part II had four de.-
scriptive degrees. Midpoints between the degrees yielded a scaling sys-
tem of se1ren point.s for each continuum. .Part III had eonstant alterna-
tive degrees of Hardly ever, Occasionally, Usually, Almost always. 
These degrees were assigned values ~f 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively. 
The total possible score for Part II and Part III, Skills, is 
presented belo~. 
Area of Development Item s·caling Total Possible 
Score 
Social development 10 1 to 7 70 
Emotional development 9 1 to· 7 63 
Mental development 12 1 to 7 84 
Skills 46 1 .to 4 184 
Total 77 401 
'The Habits were assigned 'Values in like manner. The six desir-
able habits were 'Valued f~om 1 to 4. The eight undesirable habits were 
'Valued from -1 to -4. The results of sco~ing this seGtion were such 
that inclusion irt the total score was unwarranted. A summary of the 
results will be presented in the analysis of data • 
• 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
'The ·purpose of the study was to develop and u:se an evaluation 
instrument which would give some indication of the growth and develop-
ment of the kindergarten child during his y.ear at school. 
The data were analyzed to show: 
1. The range of scores for the ~ntire sample population as ob-
tained from the fall rating 
2. The c·omparison of scores on the fall and spring ratings ob-
tained with a selec.ted group of the sample pop~latio;n 
3. The comparison between high and low group scores for bo.th 
ratings 
4. 'The comparison between fall and spring rating sco1res of vari-
ous parts of the instrument for both high and low groups 
5. A summary of the scores of the sample population for Part III, 
Babits 
~·, 6. The comparison of teachers 1 :t;"anking .and total scor~s for a 
selected group of the sample population 
7. A summary of teacher reaction to the instrument and its use. 
Results of Fall Rating of Sample Population 
TableXVI shows the distribution of total scores for 160 children 
on the fall rating. 
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TABLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF 160 KINDERGARTEN ~UPILS 
OBTAINED FROM FALL RATI~G 
Interval 
380 - 399 
360 - 379 
340' - 359 
320' - 339 
300 - 319 
280 - 299 
260 - 279 
240 - 259 
220 - 239 
200 - 219 
180 -: 199 
160 - 179 
140 - 159 
120 - 139 
100 ... 119 
Total 
Mean 
s .n·. 
Frequency 
15 
10 
13 
14 
16 
18 
22 
17 
6 
11 
8 
3 
3 
3 
1 
160 
285.50 
102.50 
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The scores ranged from 115 to 398 out of a possible 401, with a 
mean of 285.50 and a standard deviation of 102.50. This large standard 
deviation shows a ~onsiderable range of scores. 
,A further analysis of scores was made to show comparison among 
cla$ses for total scores and subsc~res. This is shown in TableXVII. 
• 
---
Class 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F -
-
TABLE XVII 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF' TOTAL. AND SUBSCORES 
FROM THE. FALL. RATING OF EACH OF THE SIX CLASSES 
-- - ---- ------ - --------- -------~ ----
Part II--Social, Emotional Part III•-Skills and Mental Development Total Score 
Total Possible Score--217 Total Possible Score--184 Total Possible Score-•401 
Mean S:D. Range Mean S.D. Range Mean S.D. Range 
134.92 30.34 67""'186 115.75 19.40 63":"147 250.33 46.00 130-326 
132.87 23.40 58-188 112.54 31.00 ' 59-170 245.15 58.40 115-322 
134.50 27.30 88-184 119.05 25.50 54-169 253.14 47.40 155-353 
160.43 21.30 109-188 148.19 22.50 ~5-182 311.81 35.20 248-362 
137.72 • 34.50 66-207 125.21 32.50 59-182 262.36 64.20 133-389 
199.92 21.83 114-217 158.39 26.70 85-184 355.61 43.20 199-398 
-
V1 
-...,J 
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By inspe·ction, Classes A~ B and C subscores and total scores 
are similar. Class D &cores are greater and reflect the background of 
the group. Ciass R, which represents the younger group from a better-
class neighborhood, shows high scores for skills and full-scale scores. 
~he scores of Glass F, which is almost 100 per cent Chinese, are high. 
Accurding to the teacher·, when this group enters school it is almost 
completely non-English speaking. The few who can speak English are 
reluctant to communicate as this is their first social experience out-
side the home. The ~lass is reserved, alert and obedient. For the be-
ginning ~nths Df school, their actions and speech are mostly imitative 
of the teacher. The scores reflect this conformity. Spring rating 
scores will show a different picture o·f this particular class. 
Comparison of Fall and Spring Ratings o·f 
a Selected Group 
Having rated each member of their classes in the fall, the 
teachers were asked to rate five children who scored highest in their 
groups and five children who scored lowest. This second rating was 
made in the spring without access to the earlier ratings. Four of the 
five teachers cooperated, making possible the selected population of 
25 high-scoring children and 25 low-scoring ·children for the purpose of 
evaluating the instrument. In order to estimate whether or not the in-
strument showed growth and development during the school year, the 
scores obtained from both ratings were analyzed for the selected popu-
lation. 
Total scores. Table XVIII presents the comparison of scores 
achieved on the fall and spring ratings by each group. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF .MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF FALL AND SPRING RATING TOTAL SCQRES 
FOR HIGH AND ,LOW GROUPS 
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Rating Group N Mean S.D. s.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
Fall High 25 340.90 35.58 7.26 40,80' 8.10 5"04 Spring High 25 381.70 17.10 3.49 
F'all Low 25 211.00 55.00 11.22 86.00 14.50 5.93 Spring Low 25 297.00 45.00 9.18 
The mean for the high group on the fall rating is 340.90, as 
compared with 381.70 for the spring rating. The difference is 40.80. 
The critical ratio of 5.04 shows the difference to be statistically 
significant in favor of the spring rating at better than the one per 
cent level. 
A comparison of the mean of 211.00 for the fall rating of the 
low group with that of 297.00 for the spring rating reveals a differ-
ence of 86.00 and a critical ratio of 5.93, which is significantly dif-
ferent in favor of the second rating. The low group shows a propor-
tionately greater gatn than the high group. 
Table XIX shows the comparison between high and low group scores 
on ~ach rating. 
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'fABLE XIX 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OF HIGH AND LOW GROUP TOTA.l4 SCORES 
FOR FALL AND SPRI.l'TG RA'TINGS 
Group Rating N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
High Fall 25 340.90 35.58 7.26 129.90 13.37 9. 72 Low Fall 25 211.00 55.00 11.22 
High Spring 25 381.70 17.10 3.49 84.70 "9.82 8.63 Low Spring 25 297.00 45.00 9.18 
The mean for the highest 25 children on .. the fall rating was 
340.90 compared with that of 211.00 for the lowest 25, showing a dif-
ference of 129.90. The critical ratio of 9.72 indicates that the dif-
ference is statistically significant in favor of the high group at 
better than the one pe~ cent level. 
The spring rating resulted in a mean of 381.70 for the high 
group as compared to that of 297.00 for the low group. The critical 
ratio of 8.63 shows the difference of 84.70 to be statistically aignif~ 
icant in favor of the high group. The smaller difference between the 
means on the spring rating is further indication of the greater gains 
wade by the low group. 
Social development in Part II. A comparison o·.f subscores for 
both groups shows more specifically the areas of greatest gain. Table 
XX presents the comparison of mean scores for the high group on social 
development. 
• 
Rating 
Fall 
Spring 
N 
25 
25 
~LE4X 
CO~ARISON OF MEANS Aml. STiU'lDARD DEVIATIO~S 
OW SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE HIGH GROUP 
Mean 
61.30 
65.08 
S.D. 
8.40 
4.56 
S.E.m 
1.7'1 
.93 
Diff. 
3.78 
61 
S.E.d C.R. 
1.95 1.94 
Table XX shows that there is a gain in growth in social develop-
ment. However, a ~omparison of the means reveals a difference of 3.78 
and a critical ratio of 1.94, which is not statistically significant at 
the one per cent level. Comp~ison of the standard deviations indicates 
a wider range of development in the fall. 
The social development scores for the low group are compared in 
Table .XXI. 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON -OF MEANS AND smD.ARD DEVIATIOWS 
Olil SOCIAL DEV];LOl'MEWT FOR THE LOW GROUP 
Rating N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s . .E. d C.R. · 
Fall 25 43.70 9.10 1.86 6.90 2.77 2..49 Spring 25 50.60 10.05 2.05 
.An inspection of the means in Table XXI reveals improvement 
from the first to the second rating. However, a comparison Qf the 
means shows a ·difference ~f 6.90, with a critical ratio of 2.49, which 
is not statisti-cally significant at the one pe:r cent level. 
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Emotional development in Part II. Comparison of the scores on 
emotional development for the high group is prese~ted in Table XXII. 
Rating 
Fall 
Spring 
N 
25 
25 
TABLE XXII 
COMI?ARISON' O)! MEANS AND STAN'DARD DEVIAl'IONS 
ON EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR THE HIGH GROUP 
Mean 
51.20 
56.80 
S.D. 
8.20 
5.49 
S.E.m 
1.67 
1.12 
Diff. 
5.60 
C.R. 
2.!)4 2.75 
Table XXII shows that the difference between the means is 5.60, 
with a critical ratio of 2.75, which is statistically significant at 
the one per cent level. The ·smaller standard deviation on the spring 
rating indicates less deviant behavior. 
The scores on emotional development for the low group are com-
pared in Table XXIII. 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND S"'J:Al\!DARD DEVIATJ;ONS 
ON EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR l'HE LOW GROUP 
Rating N Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d ,c.R. 
F.all 25 33.40 9.10 2.44 8.80 3.10 2.84 Spring 25 42.40 9.35 1.91 
There is a difference of 8.86 between the mean score of 33.40 
of the fall rating and that of 42.40 in the spring. The critical ratio 
is 2.84, which is statistically significant at the one per'cent level. 
Inspection of these two tables indicates greater gain on the part of 
0 
0 
o-· 
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the low group. 
Mental development in Part II. 'Table XXIV presents the differ-
. . 
ence in mean scores on mental development for the high group. 
'TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
ON .MENTAL DEVELOFMENT FOR THE HIGH GRpUP 
Rating N Mean s.n·. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d c . .R. 
Fall 25 71.00 8.50 1. 73 8.80 1.85 4. 75 Spring 25 79.80 3.20 .65 
A- comparison of the means of the ~o ratings for the high group 
on mental development reveals a differe~ce of 8.~0 and a critical ratio 
of 4.75, which is statistically significant at better than the one per 
cent level. There is less range of scores in the spring rating) as in-
dicated by the smaller standard deviation. 
A similar comparison of means for the low group is shown in 
Table XXV. 
Rating 
Fall 
Spring 
N 
25 
25 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD' DEVIATIONS 
ON MENTAL DEVELOPMEN.T FOR THE LOW GROUP 
Mean 
42.00 
69.30 
S.D. 
18.70 
14.70 
3.82 
3.00 
Dif£. 
26.40 
S.E.d C.R. 
4.85 5.44 
The difference between the means Qn mental development for the. 
low group is 26.40. 'The critical ratio is 5. 44, which is stat-istically 
• 
• 
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significant at better than the one p·er cent level. Large standard 
deviations on b~th ratings indicate a wide range of scores in this 
area of development for this group. 
Skills in Part III. The comparison of scores on skills for the 
high group is ~resented in Table XXVI. 
Rating 
Fall 
Spring 
N 
25 
25 
TABLE XXVI 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
OJ:il' SKILLS FOR THE HIGH GROUP 
Mean 
157.70 
178.36 
S.D. 
20.90 
6.33 
S.E.m 
4.27 
1.29 
Diff. 
20.66 
S .E.d C.R. 
4.46 4.64 
Table XXVI snows the comparison of scores for the high group in 
the skills section of the evaluation form. The difference between the 
mean·s is 20.66~ resulting in a critical ratio of 4.64, which is statis-
tically significant at better than the one per cent level. A great 
range of ability is indicated by the standard deviation of 20.90 in the 
fall. This ra~ge is considerably less in the spring rating. 
In Table XXVII will be found the comparison of scores on .skills 
for the low group. 
Rating N 
Fall 25 
S.pilng 25 
TABLE .XXVII 
COMPARISON OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS 
ON SKILLS FOR THE LOW GROUP 
Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. 
97.50 23.50 4.80 57.80 15~.50 Z8 •. oo 5. 71 
S.E.d C.R. 
7.46 7.75 
• 
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The comparison of these sco~e~ for skills presents a wide dif-
ference of 57.80, with a critical ratio of 7.75, which is highly signif-
icant. The large standard de~iations denote a wide range o£ sco~e. 
Habits in Part !II. The scores on the Habit items of the in-
strument had so little range and differentiation that statistical anal-
ysis was impractical. A tabulation of the number of children in the 
sample population possessing each habit is presented in Figure 3. In 
the case of desirable habits (Items 1-6), almost always was ~sed as the 
standard. For the less desirable habits (Items 7-14), hardly ever or 
no check, which indicates absence of the habit, was the standard used. 
Habit Item Boys Girls Total N=73 N=87 N=l60 
1. Covers coughs and sneezes 33 50 83 
2. Uses handkerchief properly 40 53 93 
3. Uses drinking fountain properly 41 53 94 
4. Takes care of personal needs 52 61 113 
5. Washes hands before eating 33 49 82 
6. Washes hands after using toilet 33 '.55 88 
7. Does not have tantrums 69 87 156 
8. Does not urinate frequently 69 78 147 
9. Does not bite nails 68 83 151 
10. ))oes not suck thumb 68 71 139 
11. Do·es not pick nose 71 85 156 
12. Does not twist hair n· 83 155 
13. Does not masturbate 72 85 157 
14. Does not have nervous twitches 69 79 148 
FIGURE 3 
SUMMARY OF HABITS OF 160 CHILDREN 
The majority of children possessed all six desirable habits to 
the degree of more than hardly e~er, as is shown in Figure 3, and over 
half of them met the standard of almost always. The greater number of 
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children had none o·f the undesirable habits. Of the 21 thumb suckers, 
12 were in Class A. Items 5 and 6 have low totals because the teacher 
of Class D said they were unnecessary in her situation and did not 
check them. 
~eachers' Ranks and Total Scores 
With the return of the second ratings, the teachers were asked 
to rank thei~ classes from best to poorest in relation to total develop-
ment. The correlations crf the rankings of 50 children with the total 
scores on spring ratings are presented in Table JO{VIII. Because of· the 
sma~l number and type of rating, the correlations wer.e obtained by using 
the Rho formula. 
TABLE XXVIII 
CORRELATION OF TEACHERS 1 R'AliKS WITH TOTAL SCORES 
FOR EACH OF FIVE CLASSES 
Class p (Rho) 
A .98 
B .95 
D .95 
E .87 
F .96 
Table XXVIII reveals high correlation between teachers' rankings 
and total scores for ten children in each of five classes. This is an 
indication of high rater reliability, since the' scores are also a re-
sult of teacher ratings. The teachers r judgment of the whole child 
correlates highly with the summation of their judgment of specific items 
of behavior. This high correlation· is evidence of reliability of the· 
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instrument since it shows consistency of measurement. 
Teacher Reaction to the Instrument and Its Use 
Since teachers are the persons who will use the instrument, 
their judgment of it is considered important. At the time of the spring 
rating, the four teachers were asked to react critically to the instru-
ment. The instructions for the Becond rating are to be found in the 
appendix. Critical comments, which are modified by the type of teach-
ing and group taught in each particular situation, are presented here. 
1. Practt~ality of classroom use. The consensus was that, while 
the instrument was comprehensive, it was too long for general 
use in a classroom situation, parti-cularly with a large class. 
2. Contribution o·f the instrument to better understanding of 
each child.. All four teachers found the instrument of value 
in this respect. One said that it helped her to see the 
child .as a ''whole." Another felt that it contributed to her 
understanding of the needs and abilities of each child. A 
third stated that it was of most use in dealing with children 
who appear to be of the 1'problem type" early in the year. 
The instrument can point up the areas to be strengthened. 
Two teachers commented on the fact that the instrument was 
helpful to them in evaluating their teaching. All agreed 
that the use of the instrument added to their awareness of 
areas o"f strength and weakness of the individual child, one 
mentioning the sections on skills, hamits and motor coordina-
tion sp.ecifically. It was noted that the very nature of the 
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instrument, which required observation of the individual 
child in specific situations, was a contributing factor to 
this increased awareness. 
3. Aid in r·eporting to parents and making promotion lists. The 
four teachers concluded that the in:strum:ent would be help-ful 
in reporting to parents. EOwever, specific reactions were 
modified by the record practices of the particular school 
( 
systemA One teacher found the instrument an aid in keeping 
anecdotal records and making out required report cards on 
social progress. In another situation, the teacher kept a 
l'personality sheetll for each child. This instrument supple-
mented her own records. However, it provided additional 
specificity in some areas when conferring with parents. As 
an aid in making out promotion lists, one teacher found the 
inst-rument to be secondary to her own records. 
4. Significance to first grade teachers. ~he .co~ents as to 
whether or not the information contained in the evaluation 
would be of interest and value to first grade te~chers were 
varied. It would depend, first of all, upon the ind·ividual 
first grade teacher. One kindergarten teacher· felt _that the 
information could be of use, but her experience had been that 
it was the "unusual" first grade teacher who .made use of the 
records presently available in her system. Another stated 
her preference o.f not having the information: passe.d on, since 
it might influence the first grade teacher's point of view 
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• and relationship with the child. A third teacher agreed that 
the first grade teacher should make her own judgment of the 
child, for the reason that the teacher-child relationship in-
volves the interaction of the two individuals concerned. 
5. Criticism of item content. The four teachers reacted favor-
ably to the instrument as a whole, but had reservations about 
its length. Two of the teachers commented specifically on 
the content of the instrument. ·These reactions are summarized 
as follows: 
a. Part I, ~amily Information. The format was easy to check 
and quick to understand. 
b, Home Supervision. Lack of positive description was noted • 
• 
c. Physical Health and Development. This information was con-
I 
sidered a duplication of other school record$ kept for e~ch 
child and was more in the province of the school nurse, 
doctor, speech and hearing specialists. Under Speech, an 
item concerned with unpleasant quality of voice was sug-
gested. 
d. Social Development. Items 1, 3 and 10, which are concerned 
with the child's initial contact, interaction with and ac-
c~ptability by other children, might be combined. Sugges-
tions were made for additional items concerning the mannet 
of outdoor play, more spedD3c1ty about waiting turn and ac-
cepting the fact that his chance for a turn does not always 
come • 
• 
·~. 
• 
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e. Emotional nevelopment. One teacher found these items 
helpful reminders of the child 1 s needs as well as growth. 
Another suggested that items 1, 2 and ~' relating to the 
child's emotional stability, self-control and feeling of 
security be combined. Also·, items 4, 5 ·and 6, concerning 
self-reliance, perseverance and need for teacher's help 
and approval seemed a likely combination. 
f. Mental Development. These items lacked ceiling for one 
group. It was suggested that items 1 and 2, which are con• 
cerned w~th the ability and manner of expression of ideas, 
be combined. Items 4, 5 and 6, which have to do with the 
child's abilit~ to recall directions, sequential events 
and rhymes,might be consolidated. Items 3, 5 and 9, which 
concern the ability to listen; follow directions a~d con-
centrate, might be put into one item. 
g. Skills. The teacher who found too low a ceiling on the 
mental development items had the same criticism about some 
of the skills items. On the other hand, another teacher 
found this section to be the most valuable and enlightening. 
h. Habits. Here again, criticism reflected the characteristics 
of the particular class. Items 5 and 6 were found unneces-
sary in one situation, and items 9 through 14 occurred so 
infrequently that grouping and under.lining were suggested. 
Again, the second teacher stated that Part III, ~hich in-
cluded habits and s~ills, was excellent, and she liked the 
present format. 
CHAl'TER VI 
S.UMMAaY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to develop an in·strument which 
would aid the teacher in evaluating the growth and development of the 
individual child during his year in kindergarten~ A lack of obj'ective-
type instruments at this important level of education ~reated the need 
for this study. Such an instrument would contribute to the teacher's 
knowledze of strengths and weaknesses of each child and be of assistance 
in meeting needs and encouraging abilities with greater understanding. 
Since the instrument is concerned with the personality of the child, the 
well-known limitations of personality evaluations are inherent in this 
study. 
Development of the Instrument 
Preliminary ta the construction of the instrument, related lit-
erature was reviewed to determine: 
1. The aims and objectives of present-day kindergarten education 
. 
2. The method best suited to an appraisal of each child's 
progress. 
The rating scale technique was select.ed as the most effective 
and mo·st objective JRethod for the purpose af this study. 
Current literature in the field of kindergarten education and 
various types of evaluation records were screened to determine: 
-71-
• 
• 
1. The major areas of growth and development in which we hope 
to see progresa during the child f s year in kinde'rgarten 
2. The essential characteris·tics and behaviors of the kinder-
garten-age child~ 
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Tliis review of current philosophy and child growth and development was 
used as the framework for the selection of items and content validity 
was thus established. The items and degrees of description were scru-
tinized by five experienced teachers and a school psychologist to further 
validafe the instrument. 
Use of the Instrument 
The initial inst~ument was used by four kindergarten teachers Qn 
selected children and appeared to diffe~entiate between childr~n judged 
to be .in the high, middle and low groups of thei~ respective clas$es. 
Two teacher ratings of one group of children indicated high rater reli-
ability. The iU$t~ument and scaling were revised .on the basis of crit-
icism, suggestions and re-evaluation on the part of the writer, result-
ing from this trial use. 
Population 
The revised instrument was used in the fall with 160 children in 
six classes from ~our communities, providing a wide range of socio-
economic and cultural backgrounds. The groups included Chine$e; ~egro 
and white children. The chronological ages of the.160 children ranged 
from 54 months to ~4 months, with a difference of not more than two 
months between the mean chronological agesaf the six classes. The re-
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sults of the administration of the Goadenough Draw-A-Man Test to 150 
of the 160 children showed a mental age range of 39 months to 87 months, 
moxe than twice that of chronological ages. This was evidence of the 
heter~ge~eity of the group used for the study. 
Variables peculiar to the composition of each of the six classes 
which may have bearing upon scores are herein described: 
Classes A and B. The children were 77 per cent Negro, from a 
low socio-economic area. 
Classes D and E represented more prosperous communities, Class E 
being the younger half of that school's kindergarten population. 
Class F. These children had almost 100 per cent Chinese back, 
ground. Mo2t were non-English· speaking at entrance to school, having 
had little or no social contact outside the home beforehand. 
Other variables which influence the childfs growth and development were 
incorporated into· family and health information. 
In the spring, with five of the six classes cooperating, 50 se-, 
lected children, the five high-scoring and the five low-scoring from 
each class on the fall rating, were rerated by their teache·rs without 
reference to the first rating. 
The data were analyzed to show: 
1. The range of scores for the 160 children on the fall rating 
2. A comparison of scores of the fall and sprin& ratings for the 
25 children in the high group and the 25 children in the low 
group 
3. A conwarison of high and low group· .scores for both ratings 
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• 4. A comparison of fall and spring scores on social, emotional, 
mental development and skills obtained by the high and low 
groups 
5. A summary of scores for habit items 
6. The correlation b~tween teachers' rankings and total scores 
for the 50 selec.ted children 
7. A summary of teacher reactio~ to the instrument and its use. 
~otal Scores and Subscores for the 160 Children 
1. There was a wide range of scores, 115 to· 398 of a possible 
401 points. 
2. Comparison of total scores for each of the six classes indi-
cated that Classes A, E, C and E had comparable mean scores 
ranging from 245.15 to 262.36, ranking in order of Class B, 
A, C and E. Class :0 had a higher mean of 311.81. Class .F, 
which is the Chinese group, had a high mean of 355.61. This 
was attributed to the fact that their behavior during the 
first months of school was almost all imitative of the teacher. 
The conformity to good example resulted in high scores, as 
I . 
there was little observable difference in behavior. 
3. In comparing combined scores for social, emotional and mental 
development for each group, .a similar pattern resulted. 
Classes B, A, C and E were comparable, with mean scores rang-
" 
ing in that order from 132.87 to 135.72. Class D ranked next 
highest with a mean score of 160.43. Class F had the highest 
• 
mean score of 199.92. 
• 
• 
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4. The mean scores for skills again indicated the consistency 
of rating. Classes B, A, C and E had a range of mean scores 
from 112.54 to 125.21. The mean score of Class D was 148.19 
and that of Class F was 158.39. It is to be noted that al-
though ·class scores were not compared as such in the spring, 
inspection showed that, of the ten children in Class· F who 
were rerated, scores generally were not as high on the sec0nd 
ra.ting as on the first. This may indicate that these children, 
feeling more secure in the now familiar classroom situation, 
were more observably different in their behavior. 
Comparison of Fall and Spring Rating Scores 
for 50 Selected Children 
1. Total scores. Both high and low group.s showed significant 
gain during the year. The critical ratio of 5.04 between fall 
and spring rating scores of the high and that of 5.93 of the 
low group indicates a greater gain for the low group. A com-
parison of fall ratings scores for both high and low groups 
resul-ted in a critical ratio of 9. 72. The spring rating 
scores showed a critical ratio of 8.63. These ratios indi-
cate a highly significant difference between the high group 
and the low grouF. It is further evidence of the greater gain 
by the low group, since the difference decreases on the spring 
rating. 
2. Social development. There was no statistically significant 
difference in the gains each group made in score from the fall 
0 
0 
0 
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ta the spring rating. However, the low group, with a criti-
cal :t::atio of 2.49 between s.cores on the, two ratings, showed 
more growth than the high group, with a critical ratio of 1.94. 
3. Emotional development. The diffe:t::ence between scores of the 
fall and spring ratings were statistically ~ignificant at the 
one per cent level for both high an4 low groups. The low 
group, with a critical raticr of 2.84, showed more gain than 
the high group, with a critical ratio crf 2.75. 
4. Mental development. The difference between, fall and spring 
rating scores was significant at better than the one per cent 
level for both high and low groups. The high group had a 
critical ratio of 4.75 and the low group one of 5.44. Here 
again, the low group showed greater difference between mean 
scores of the two ratings. A large standard d~viation for the 
low group scores on both ra.tings indicated a wide range of 
scores in this category. 
5. Skills. These subscores also showed a. significant difference 
at better than the one per cent level between fall and spring 
mean scores for ea~h group. The critiqal ratios for the high 
and low groups were 4.64 and 7.75, respectively. Again, the 
low group showed g:~::eater gain. 
6. Habits. In analyzing the fall score~ for the habit items, ~t 
was found that the majority of the 160 children possessed all 
the desirable habits to the degree of occasionally, or better, 
with more than half meeting the standard of almost always. 
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0nly a relat.ively few displayed undesirable habits. Thumb-
sucking was the only habit recurring with noticeable frequency. 
For this reason, the habit section ot Part III was not used in 
.analyzing the scores 0f the selected group. 
Teachers' Ranks and Total Scores 
At the time of the spring rating, each teacher ranked her class 
in relation tcr total development. The correlations of the rankings and 
total spring scores of the 50 selected children, obtained by the use of 
the Rho formula, are as follows: 
Class :E' {Rho) 
A .98 
B .95 
D .95 
E .87 
F .96 
These high correlations indicated high rater reliability, since test 
scores and ranking were based on teacher judgment. It is also evidence 
of the reliability of the instrument in consistency of measurement. 
Teacher Reaction to the Instrument and Its Use 
The opinions Df the teachers, who are the judges of classroom 
behavior, were considered to be important to the val~dity of the instru-
ment. A detailed report of the reaction to the instrument and its use 
is contained in the main body of the text. Over-all, the instrument 
was judged favorably, but all teach~rs objected to its length as detri-
mental to it$ practicality for classroom use. The instrument contrib-
uted to greater awareness of the weaknesses and strengths of each child, 
requiring, by its very nature, objective observation. Because every 
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• aspect of the child's behavior was so clearly recorded, the instrumettt 
proved helpful in reporting to and conferring with parents and inmak-
ing out promotion lists. In situations where other evaluation records 
were kept, this instrument served as a supplementary reference. The 
use of the information contained in the instrument by first grade teachers 
was debatable. It was stated, on the one hand, that each teacher should 
make her own judgment of the child~ and, on the other, that many first 
grade teachers wotild not use the information if available. 
The criticisms and suggestions concerning item content were mod-
ified by the type of class and teaching situation of each teacher. 
Family and health information wa$ considered, for the most part, to be 
a duplication of other school records. Some items proved to have too 
low a ceiling for one grOUF, but were considered excellent for another. 
Possible combinations of items were recommended tQ decrease t~e length 
of the instrume~t. Several additions were suggested to give more spe-
cificity to certain items. The lack of an opposite description in a 
few instances led to a forced-choice rating, which was conaiae~ed un-
desirable. It was suggested that the habits be grouped for underlin-
ing, since most children possessed the desirable habits, and few dis-
played the undesirable ones. 
Conclusions 
1. The instrument showed consistency ~f measurement. as evidenced 
by the rank order of total and sub$cores obtain~d ~y.each of 
the six classes on the fall rating. 
0 
0 
0 
2. Scores were influenced somewhat by cultural variables, as 
shown by the very high fall scores of Class F and the con-
sistently low~r mean scores of C~asses A and B. 
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3. The instrument proved to differentiate between levels of de-
velopment and showed a wide range of development. at the lower 
level. 
4. The instrument showed evidence of growth and development f~om 
fall to spring. The difference in the ~ean sco~es for the 
high group was 40.80, with a critical ratio of 5.04. The low 
group mean scores had a difference of 86.00, with a critical 
ratio of 5.93. Both critical ratios were stqtistically sig-
nificant at better than the one per .cent level. 
5. The greater gains shown by the low group may indi-cate that 
the instrument' lacked sufficient ceiling for the high group. 
6. Social developm~nt did not show a statistic~l~y signif~cant 
difference between fall and spring ratings. These items ap-
pear ta be less differentiating than those of other ·categories~ 
7. The scores on social and emotional development showed l.ess gain 
tha~ those of other categories. The limitations of personality 
evaluation are inherent in these items. 
8. The items on mental development and skills proved to have the 
greatest range and showed larger gains from fall to spring. 
The mean scores· on mental development for the high group of 
71.00 and 79.80 showed a difference of 8.80 and a critical 
ratio of 4.75. The scores for the low group of 42.00 and 
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69.30 showed a difference of 46.40, with a critical ratio of 
5.44. Skills scor~s for the high group went from 157.70 in 
the fall to 178.39 in the spring, showing a difference of 
20.66, with a crit-ical ratio of 4.64. For the 1ow group, 
skills scores of 97.50 and 153.50 had a difference of 57.&0, 
with a critical ratio of 7.75. 
9~ The majority of children involved in the study possessed all 
the desi~able J;labit.s. Comparatively few disp).ayed undesir-
able ones. This ~at~gory could be eliminated fr9m the rating 
scale and included in summary fashion in Part I of the eval-
uation form. , 
10. Rater reliability and consistency of measurement were shown 
by the high c9rrelations of t~acher rankings and ~otal spring 
scores. These corre.iations ranged from . 87 to . 98 for eac4 
of the five classes. 
11. The validity of the instrument was indicat~d by the favorable 
judgment of its contents by the teachers who used it. 
12. The length of the instrument was considered a drawback to its 
practical usability. However,. the large number of items adds 
to the reliability of the instrument. 
13, The instrument contributed to the teacher's greater under-
standing of the individual child. 
14. The instrument proved helpful in reporting to parents and 
making out promotion lists. 
• 
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15. The value of the instrument as a source of information to the 
first grade teacher is debatable. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. Further analysis of the data to determine item d£ffe~entia­
tion 
2., A revision of the instrument using item differentiation data 
and jury opinions 
3. A study tq establish ~urther evidence of reliability. 
0 
APPENDIX A 
INITIAL INSTRUMENT AND DIRECTIONS FOR USE 
0 
0 
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0 
Flooxe 
Date oi Birtll 
P~antal cooper8~i~l 
Il!l rihild.;) a o.ttondru'l'Ca regi.t~?· ~'l '!as . l~o 
DoGs he came to school woll~oa~ed for? Ye~ No 
Im _param ovaX'l'~otect:l.ve? ovax-iud.ulgem ~ (fi'fJ!"fl'ti."ir.r'i;t nogl~c:r~f.uU 
0 
/ 
0 
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Ao g~~..J:.h..ll:~2F.:Y: ( Se~ Cmnulativo H~o.cord) Q List ell'ly physical defeots r$vealsd by phya~JL'i.l oxaminat:l.unl) 
0 
0 
Bo ~~Ui~..W~.A:o.p.g~ 
Aa comp·:U·ed ·I;" oth, r$ :Ln the ,,-oup is he 
_Hyperactive Aoti"\\'o., eneX'ga.tic 
'l'c.J.l Ave:raaa 
Overvreigh-t; A'V'Ol'Uf> 
Sturdy Avar@ie 
Ruddy Aver~ 
l.W.tul .. e Avergp 
Li~leso, easily futiguQd 
Short 
Thin 
\lea...'lt 
Pale 
It!l!l'la.tura 
. ' 
0 o !v:e,ij_i.Sl!~ 
1~ Doe a the child aeem to have nF.mmal viaiOl:.l1 __ .. ,,.,_..,. .. ..,_., Y(!)a 
2" Doas he work at pSOlJ!»-" ditance from eyes? _ ..... , .. , , , , .. --· tea 
3 Q Is he rreo £rom zymp1'toms ot watex-ing of eyaa1 i'rovmi:ng, 
No ( explefin) 
No 
aquinting, blin.'~dng. rubbine; o£ eyes? ____ , ...... _ , Yos rJo 
D q) !!!,qtilt,$ . 
1,. Doeo child eeem to ha.vo normal hearJ.ng? '"'!'""~""""':----
2 .. Doeo he l'espond til questions and diroctiorui? .. ·, ....... 
-
Yes 
Yee 
Yes 
No 
Uo 
No a. Can he hear wr48.t it said to the grouJj)? -· ... -·--·----· ..-··-·, 
Ea ~ (Chock any defect observed) 
Normal Organic detects 
Sneaks ola~,rly Cleft Palate 
~nunciatea well Dental malformation 
· Hero Up 
~ongue-t:i.ed 
a. Posture . . . .. . 
Doee he have ~ood postu~e? 
u. i'Iab:l:tie (Cll~CL<: a.tAlf hli~~~ta :.10 t~t::it1.!1~.ts} 
Oct. Good habits trey 
Go~d. aa:hiug }lt:.Lbita . 
Covers cough ~d sneezes 
Keeps l:!andu :a:11u.y f?.'·•'nil: i\itl.!) 
Keeps uel:e olee.n 
Uses hundkerchiei' !J'J:"opel!"ly 
Uses d~inki~~ fountain properly 
t.Vakel3 .~n.~i"e of peJ.·so~a.l needs 
~.:ashes bands b~fore eatil1G 
af·bor toilet. 
Is well-mannered 
~~tional defects 
Infantile Speech 
Inability to take certain sounds 
India·Unct ~nunoia.ti.on 
Lisping 
Stwmner:i.ng 
stuttering 
Oct .. Undea:LrabJ.a babita Lia.y 
f.'oar- f•atil1g hm'its 
~motional tantrums 
~ requent l~~:Lnfll.it:i.Qn 
flair twisting 
l.iasturbat·ion 
UEii.i biting 
1-tervoua t\critch 
Nose qicking 
':i.'~wnb suciting 
1'7 ~--·~'L---~-·-><r~ ?;t"ei ort:J ·~;c. 
bu ~,l{t.rl-.'1 
f. ~ ~h1111.; h~? ~~u~ .... ~ ~i.~J.f.l'J.'t.•. 
!il 
r,.._ ·~-. ~ ~"" 
.r'l.rJ.v.11t~ble i"•.Jt' 
et.\or·Z; p~1r:~ J<la 
: ;·, g?:::m.? 'l;: ~.i ·.r:i:t>i:J;:-1 } 
~ 
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t -'l:o(~X'"'-U(-a'r ... "t$'11' ;c" .. }If 
• ~w c:. r.!l;;~c~c::r• * ....... } .. r ?" "'' '!!'.I ........ c ;1. I! "' ~'tf.,.~u~.-1::" ,.tfi')I.+~A'1-~u.:'.-l,c:;:;c~~..U~----·~~-,;-- CH~ .... "'II(l.~ 
FJ1r,:Lnl;Ol"ar:l C0{1 
n~~ti.f~ ui·z,il'\~ 
~.li~h '":j"fl1/·;r; .. ilg · 
:l.ti'~l.H"I':}trt 
3... t·o~t:> h(l aha.yc iAlY~ ~u1d t.:;-.l..'t'3r.•:i.ala l 
t~~:f.!h :!n:~~,;;;. .. -. ~1L :;nthtM·;ie.$il~.a:t:t~; 
•j • ~· • 3 r. ~ "~'""',., .. .,...-.-~--.n-.ftu~~~n-~ ... .-:t::'V~J~-..;:;.~.t,."'2.':~%•_.,..11CU1111,..t~..,Jtt"H~-.Jt> ... ~~~~;..t..lf.. .. r~~,..,...J!.:!:IJIIH'I&---:t"'..:tr:::;;'zv~~-=.sc.~ 
'l"tl.~U i':rom tJm!i:J.ll.:nt?ty ~fi::.lirJg:ly Q!"f;l!;;:" ~ISJ.:UJ:l,;J~}'.? 
"'·t.he•·u ll.9 l:u~.u tAzt.ul 'thex:t il.ble ·eo wait tul'll 
L ~ .. ~-.""'-''Ct":.A-...u•Jt~.,.#A'n:~$ 
lj(,.t:J > ~{t~l,)'&:f'c-:.t :J.~tt'9 
5.. J,?Qa!l' h0 t'eap~<th a.lA'f;.ho:d.tyt 
.:~-"·-"~-........ ""....:...:::e....tr..t.~ ... ~~=---a.a""' .......... ,~~~~~~.{t;~~'f'.N-a";O~~& 
a) ~~emia-tG Ol-"' ignor.os a) Oays •c:tJort but oo~or.am Go17f.Ot'l'llt15 1-Lf>IJ.J;l'OlJ.~.a ~l~~.~i!\J.;. 
b) l1a:sigu~a. b) Ifeada l."f)minden;a ac-cepts irllpcl .. ~n._~t F.Jh.o-~·~ ~~rtiv~, 
x-ulos au7arGnOetl'.l 
~~ ... !JtJ:Ja .he ~1.m: :hdtia:t:~vc1 
l...~----=-~A .. _,...."'=·-~F..2,-r,f"":>-..... =t""-~~· .-,.,. ....... ""' ... """""'9:.-:i.. =---:r.i."":ur··~..-=,:;.---G' .R ........... ~4 " 
, 1 p. .t • .u. .cr-vf."e¥. ~ ·~,Q u.>.J.ulf/ ~O.<".I.r:J. Cl-:i:' ;'llol' OWf-J o;n 02"1!;!111-J..~~ 
·lr, .. ~:t;Jm.s.v.. ·~a tl"'C::.!o":'Oion u~l1llll:'lda a.et:l'li'J.:t;ie.s b J Dt:l!:.li"a-sJ!;';.u~~ ' '-' "'"" . · 
0-? 1':1.JStl n~ ll"~~'i,)9ot<t th$ l."'i._zhta Of Otllora? 
1--,.,_,~_,,..__...MVY' ~ .. .---.. w..,. ... ~lf\a,.~~~....a.r:.-ull,...•,.-~,._llft=~ .. ~~a.--.. ..,~""""""~,.....QJI.-nl~n·u~;:-.4 
N~ ~:mu~~ oi.' 
-t.t::ts veo,.llAt'l 
l1ra.dar·st::1.-nd va.luo J 
i:.:ut dO<i:te lto'~ <f.il"'O.W 
ae-t accor<li)lgJ.y 
Sense ~f f~~ pl~y9 
bnt st®d& up £or 
own l"ight:il 
Sol'3si:tiv~ a.:ad 
oora~fflfNt'.-a;!ie tJi' ·It 
~hrJr.n 
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~-..... ___ ,,...__sa...__..,.._~-.-..------~~-.... _._..,_---n.a-..3 ......... ~~~~l;la:IIJ:t=r~ 
~ule.ive Ir~p!Xtian·!i Tolera.nt9 a.et~ Steady, 
unpr1$dictable vd.th reaao:aab1,(! ~:ontl;'ol xoe~gy.tlater~ .f.selit 
l.,__ ei"A --.c-.-~ .. ~-~---...... -~~ .. --~~-~"i~~~-~~ 
Fo~rful ~ittctd 11 liirf.;le Uoda~Ed;ely- ;}Ol1fid()t.r~.9 . Self""amJv.;:~d9• 
wi"thdt>G.\'ll1 seJ.f' ... oo~'l.fid~noe eeoep·los ~me d$fea~ r.tnd ma~lla nwu fjitu8:~ic 
orit:i.ciem w:l.th min1.f:i.d~nca 
1 .. ---··-..¢..--~-....... -J~.-....... :.~....-:..r-.....-~"'-AIJ'InU-..UC!o~....,...,.,~~~ 
a}!3eet~a undue holp ~ !leqtd~.;oes siiep ... b:;·... Tt•ias S.:l.cne OomplraJoely 
l::ti/iia:ntion s .. uep 8l.tida.nce before &.tSfJki;ag help :i,ndepe:ndel~t and 
b )JiacO'tJl''R.gcl!s easily r!'eourcafuJ. 
5 .,I,~ ha, p~ra5.at.ent? 
l----~ 
Sa:fa uicanQ);;H e 'oefo:. .. e tl·~ririg 
6 ~ :;oa~ lla l14~o a Kr9n!li~ ot: llmn!.lr? 
- !~djuata to 
~ucc~ea ~d failurG 
"'-~ .............................. ~ 
T~ the best/;</of 
his a.bili·ty 1 
l.- --G-.-DT~--.r:To-..---~1)......-rm•car ~IL: v~~~~ant!I'Q~~""( 
Mono Li~tla ~OGd ~e~ 
'l ~· ,;)oes h~ l'W.VOJ a sl:ln~e o£ per~o .!U \'torlh? 
L--.-. ...,1--..w.:~o~~~ :w==ec"&.,.,~.=,~~~.~ut. 
a.) ]'~t?ls in:Cermor ~~ Shy· pGPJticua a.p'eela- he is e.oceptod · I-..:i.gh'tfully. 
b) J~sala .auporioi:• l1J .llg~ess:bre i3J l:4>cognize~~ st:t•ehgb.ta ±~eels 
and wealm.essei'$ wall=thought of 
8., :Joes hiS! d:tspJ.$.y 
:t. ____ , __ ..z.-~---··-·"-"2--~-~·-............ ....,.,_,,..;::1;:..,_~~~~==-====4 
Careleas If reuindod Tm~ard himself ~owa1·d self 
Inconeider~Ge end belongings c~d group and 
S:tlV.:i.!"G1JmS;nt 
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~o Hag does he express 'his ~ughts and ideas~ 
•• ~ ...... ___ _,~ ..... _ ........ _"""""' ____ ,_,_:,: 0 
a.) Inadequ~tely 
b) ':'enaaly VerbeJ.izes easily-, Clohe. ently9 bu·t; · In ea:n.'\tei.toea bu.t rambles wi'th limited vocabulary wi-th maa1rl.ngful 
vocabul.ry 
2o Can he follow directions? 
1 ~ --~2~~--~~----~Q-~----~----~~ Inaoc"'iiiitaJ.;-.......,. ·· -- 'IiW()mp~etaly 1'Q.irly well ==-.....fl,-~ ....... .,;,· ~4~ 
3" How does hG liai en in a group'2 
l .. ..a ..,..._.,. 2 ;;. 
InattentivelyD For short periods 
~ .. eas:RJ .. y distrae·lsad :Lnte:rrupts 
headily and 
accu.ra.tely 
-- .. * ~- -=~ . ll .. mm~ ls.tte:rxi.;ilvely w·ith 
f~tr eomprehension 
~.:J;Iih attention, 
eonqlrehension and 
appx:ecie.ti..>n 
~h.Cru"'l he recal.l a af.lries of. ev:®mru from atoX'iGs o~ peX>sona.l expe~iencas"l 
l -- ="'• ..... -_ .. ___ J. _____ __,.:;t--_____ J·~·-~===--:.:.....--~---4 . 
L-3;1:itie reeall Oood reeaJ.l, '•:i;&h some ifoevsate recall 
but not aoquential omiasione ~ sequence 
5e Ca;n hi!;) repeat short l .. I?-ymes? 
l·-~-------.J-...Fi-7"11 C' ...... = ..fi.Qll..--__ _.....,.40\l. 
'I i; 
~Ilmdequately 
___ 3 
Adequo.tely ~aaily, axpr~ssive11 
6 o Hmr doe a ha inteJ.."Pret p:tc,..I.Oures~ 
1~----------~~--------u.~.2~-----------AQ_______ ,_3 ~~ 
Jttat ~ng JM ox- 2 Can .int.erpret9 
d~an~fr~mive r.e~~ bv.~ heeda questioning 
7 o Can he r-t"Gte:nd. to one activity for. a x-easonable let~il.wf timG? 
1 ~ -- .~-·----~I!JI;-----~3-~-~----:l)'lito~ S91dom sees Easily distracted; t~ben tntaremted 
it through to end ~fte~ unfinished 
s~DoeG ha ax~~bit eu~iopsity~ 
·=4.. 
~v!.Uuative 
in:herpreta.tion 
• 11.. 
~·"" 
· C~l-e~b-as task 
or activity within 
b.ia power 
J, .. ··"' = -~~-·-----==-=-,a,t>. ___ _...=-~""-":""" ....... """""""""'"*"~--~-4.. a~ Bu.eybody A little Inter~~ad Il?.quiring mind 
b)· Lacks il~tereFrli in new thiDgs 
9 o Doea he show cr:.at~.ve &J.bil:1;ty? 
1. D _,A .. 
Inrl.ta:tes Lacks ab:!.l.:i.ty 
to carey ou:l.i idea..s 
lOo Doas he shoo inte~es-t :i.n azsocio..ting s1J!,nbol$ with maa.nin.ges wozoda, 
'.:.---. --~ --~--'il., ___ ...;,·-· -~--"""?~..... dll * ... a.... . . .... ......... =.. .....'3.ol 
Little i:aterEJst Interes-t ccmpa.tible Interest norl!l!al. 
wi·bh ahi:l.:i.ty £or age 
gictv.res'i 
.. ..4-Unueu~iuterest 
for aga 
, 
Gr::ILLS 
AeMQ.!Ql! 
lo Does he have good control in lilOVing about? (not clumay or awkl>'."ard) 
2.., Can he walk up and d0W11 statra ~ .. operly'l(one foot on each step) 
5 .. Can he pu:i; on his rubbers or boots without help? 
7 o Does he respond to music rhythmically? 
8 o Can he bounce and co.tch .a ball? 
9 0 Does he shov1 nnnua.l dexto-·ity in handling umterio.ls'l 
10,. Does he shovf r.a.anual dex1~erity in cutting? 
lO)Can he dis-l:iingu~sh liken(~saes and dlhi"ferences in snunds? 
2 o Can he di(riminate visueJ.ly ber~ween likenesses and dii'ferencas? 
3., Can he aolv·e s~pla puzzles't 
4o Can he i:ecognize the colors o£ i;he ra.inbm7? 
5~t Does he know right hand £rom left hand? 
6 e Can he count by rote to 10? 
7o Cun he co~~t objects? 
s~ Does he lmow certain 1·elated words such as 1m, and £i9.Jlt111 
i,og a.ndb~, big a.ud .U.t:tlej 
Co~Y 
lo ~a~ashbe·i;ell hia name a11d address? 
2~ Does he kn01.v the color meaning of traffic lighta'Z 
88 
Yes_ No __ 
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
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0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
APPE:m>IX "B 
REVISED INSTRUMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIRST ANIT SECOND RATING 
CLASS CODE SHEET 
.'! 
'I 
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EVALUATION FOR KINDERGARfENl ;HILDREN * STUDY SHEEr 
Code Number Initials S1alt: M-- F' -
Dal.te of Birth Birthplace . (State or foreign country) 
Father•s Occupation Mother's Qecupation 
Child lives.~~~h both pare~ts~ Mother? Father? Others? (~lain) 
Number of children in family 1·2-3m4-5-6-7-8-9-10-ll-l~ (Circle number of children) 
Check place of child in_~amily 
. 
RGnne.~.&l.lbarnd~olli.: "'l. 
~s·child1 ~ attendance regula~? Ye~ No 
. ··Iio·es he come to school weU.-carea for? Yes No 
. ~fmo~nt t.s 'a-ttit{lde Jtow'a4-d 'Child JiPpeai-W.,:ho bet indulgent f.,£_ . -neglecttul1l . ..,. 
::;t,rl ct1· pj"nt~ecM w·"?. 
0 
0 
0 
. . . 9Z 
EVALU~TION FOR KINDERGARTEN CHILDREN 
·Pan I .. 
L FAMILY INI.i'ORMl.TION 
Name 
Li-st ·First Middle 
!ddress Floor Tei. 
Date of Birth Birlthplace-· ,Jge Sept. 1. 
Father-'s- name M6therts nama 
Fatherfs occupation ~ Mother!s occupatioa 
Child liTes wi th:-bothe parents? Mother!- Father?.. Others!- {Explad.n) 
Number of children in family? J..,.z.,3~ ... S-6 ... 7-8 ... 9J.0-11-l2- .-(Ci-rcle number ... check plee· 
Home supe r.v:i.Sions: .. : 
of ohill' in -family) 
Is child'S' attendance regQlar? Ye&.: No 
Does he come to school ·well-cared fe~? . Yes . . No 7 
· · ·~r,nt-' a1.atti tude.r toward?chililr app~il."S'?to be···:.tfirwig~nt"f? _ negil.ectftlil.21, 
. . s:tr:tot7 · protecti vet . .' 
ID.~PffYSI.Ci£ ·~TH :AND. DEVELOIMENT. - "" 
.t •. Heaith :Htstoq __ (~e Cimmlati.Te 'l:lecerd ard/orc Health Reco~ .:tor details) 
List zny.physical defects revealed bT physical examination. 
- -
B •. Genet"al Health and fppea:rance: _, 
For his· age and group 
Is he narmal.Iy active?:._.., hyp~ractive?:-*' listless! ...... 
werage height? · · . taill.? short? 
average weight? - overweight?. -. uildeneight-,--
normaliy heal thY!= robust?. = ~ckly? =. 
normall.y mature'(,;£ .... more mature? ~ l.IIIIIlature? _ 
o. ·~esight · -
lo Does the child seem to have normal-Visioti? ~:. 
·~ Dees he keep 'Work· at :propi~ al:stince·frem .. ey,...., u""" ...... ,r-:-_-._.,.._ ---.-_'!"-; """'·· 
.3·. Is he .free t<i'Onfsyniptoma "oi'~ fl1iw!Ung, . ~q~u,t;pg, 'blinking_. 
watering of eyeS".~~ .rubbing. of eyes?. · ., 
Yes~ No, 
Yes·- No= 
:Yes No 
·- --
Do .Hearlm · 
lo ·DOes .child· seem to have nomal hearing? Yes No 
~0 Does ·he .respond to questions and direct~omlf ---.te's ~· No -
)o O,n he he~r what is satd to the group? ___ ......., __ Yes .. = No-
I .E~ Speech 
No maUL 
_ Speaks :·cl:e_~ -
Enunciates 
- \felll.- rnodu1.a ted "voice 
-
F o Bar.dednes s 
' 
- Jiight Left 
G._ Pos-ture . 
Does he h~ve good posture? 
Diffic~ties obse~d 
""""" 
_ Int:antUe ~eet?l]. . . · • . 
. Inab:ill w to .make'· certain soundf 
~ utt-... • ·rt4' • :ul :tl.om · :- ,.i ~-.~~. g, f 
....., u. s.l" ... ng .. , 
,.,.. .. "~., .., • " • .., !' 
-· ' , .. 
' I J.-.., C .,. 
A.mbidextrous 
Yes 
Part II 
SOCIAIL. DEVELOPMENT 
93 
.. .ll.o How does he get alons with other c~iidfen? 
0 . a frefers to be ~ne 
•. f : .. 
Jl\:iapta,bl~ ·for 
short tperiods 
EnjoyS being 
friendly 
• Gregarious; 
0 
~ Does he·participate 
.. l.F d .• Ihs1n"ereste <• 1 
needs:.. urging 
. . 
in group actLvitie~ 
. ... 
Wltl) varying 
interest 
3 ... Is., he accepted by his peers?? 
L 
t 
fith interest 
.. h • ' .. ,. 
' :gejected Partially ,• Usually 
.. Will#ngl~ after 
4 .o Does he share toys 
I. 
. •I - • 
Takes from 
and materiaJl.s 'l 
. 15 • 
Unwillingly 
. others he has used them 
. 
.. 
' 
.. 
Generally 
5 • Is ~e coopera~ive~ 
. ol . .. . f 
Non..ot:ooperative... . .Dawdl'es; 
needs urging 
• 
. . Enthu~iastically 
.. I' 
Sought after., 
admir.ed 
.. t 
Willingly, 
able to wait turn 
• I ACtively. ready 
to do what is needed 
6o Do~s he respect ~uthority~ {choose essential characteristic)-·check {a)) or {b) 
. -~ " .. ,. " . . . . .. 
(ai) Resists or ignolr"eS SajYS ll~o~,' . · Cori!'orms, accepts 
{ b j Lis igned .. 
- ~ 1 :' .. Is he courteous? 
• ~' . or 
Ill-mannered 
~t con!o%'!lls . important rules 
. ' . .. A 
·Needs reminders Same as (sa) 
t • 
Inter-rupts and 
rnterferes with other$ 
0 
4 
Usually 
• 
.. 
. . f 
Responds quickly• 
shows active awarenes~ 
t Same:. as· { m) 
I 
Considerate, 
well-mannered 
Bo Does he show initiative? {choose essenti~i characteristic) check {m) or {b» 
. ! . 0 • .. .a } ' t •. {a~P.assive Prefers to·follow ~eidS orpfoiiows ' Can: organize 
as occa sian demands . activities 
.. .. 
{\~)))Domineering. . Jmways wants to be ame as {a) 
~o Does he respect the rights of others? 
"' . 
. o L .. ~ ... 
No sense .o£ 
this value 
Understands ~ue, 
but does not a lways act so 
Has sense of ~air.·play, 
but stands up for own 
rights 
COnsiderate 
of others 
lOo How does he initiate cdntact with other children? 
d~ 0 A. • ' 1 
. .;$:leks teacher·•.s .• .,Q;i,ggressively In acceptable 
~help,·support~ manner 
.. .. . 4 
With ease 
end friendliness 
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
94· 
4 lo Does he show emotion9Jl. stability? (check (ae) or (bl = choosing ~ssent~al characteristic) 
~ 
I ~ ~ .. • . . (a) Excitable Ea ily stimulated Accepts things Well-balanced, 
as they are calmunder stress 
l 191 l .. .. .. . ! 
(b) Apathetic Reacts slowly Same as (a.)) Same as «m> 
2 ~···Does he display self-control~ 
~'~----~~~----~·*~,~~--~~~~~·~~.~!--~----·-·----~~! Impulsive, . . Impatient icder.antf, acts . . - .Steady,_ 
unpredictable with reasdnable control regulates feelings 
3~. Does he appear secure?-
~ 0 ( ~m» earful, 
_ withdrliWn 
(check (a) or' (b) = choo$ing essentialcharacteristi_c)~ 
.. 
Mo erate y confident, Self-assured, 
accepts some defeat and meets new situation$ 
criticism with confidence 
( b) ~ows off ~ d . . Self-cons~-ious i-+~~--~ ..------~ sa~ as ( m)) Samt': as ( ml 
~~Is he self-reliant1 (check (a» or (b» ~ ~hoosing essential characteristie), 
- l,. o• ' ~ "' ~ ( a:lLIDiscourages easily ~ires step- by= ries a one be ore ompletely independent 
~ step guid;ance . seeking help and resourceful!. 
. . b 0 (b} Seeks undue help samj as (a) ., sam! as {m] .. same ~s (a.). 
anQ. attention 
C 5 • Does he seek adult or teacher approval? 
. ~ .l 
c 
. b • + ··~ Constantly. ..... ·: . . . ·· .Frequently ......... . 
6 o Is he persistent? 
Saws . 1~! can•tnr. 
before t~ing_ _ 
.. 
.. T 
7. Does he have a sense of humor? 
k o ol' None . . . . . l:i t le 
•.. 
.Occ:asionally Is independent 
.. 
b . 
Good Keen 
Bo.Does he have a sense of p~rsonal worth~ (check (a) or (b) -choosing essential characto} 
• 191 
(a] Feels inferior. .. I 00 
. ... hyJ> anxious. Feels .he is accepted i.ghtfully feels 
weU.ll.-thought of L ea' 
(b)) Feels superi(l)zn .. "' Aggressive cognizes strengt same as (m) 
and wealmesses 
9o.Does he display a sense of responsibility~ 
~~~--~.,~~~~4~~--~~~~~~·~~~~o·~~~,l Carelesst if reminded Toward himself Toward self, group, 
inconsiderate and belongingE enviro~~ 
=3 = 
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MENTAL DEVELOPMENT 
<> ll.. Does he speak in sentences? 
- 2 t'ords oo 3 wo~ds ~ 4 words .. 5 .. or mo~e words 
(b) ~add$ately or, .• 
"' 
4 .. Can he remember and carry out commissions~-
~ t 1'· i .... 33 .., 0 • .. '. 
4I:: c:omm ss ons - comm.1SS1ons 
. ' 4 commiss.ions· 
. ··-
• 
.. 
. t 
In s~ntences with 
m~aningful vocabular,y 
sma~ ~s (al 
~ 
Readily 
~d accurat~ly 
k 5 commissions 
$. How does he listen in a group? 
_L.:_ "' ~ . "' . _t_ • L ~~i~~ly~-g~:·-·~-----~F~o-r-s~h~o-r~t-p_e_r-.i~o~d~s-9 ~---~~t~t~&~'~~-~iv~e-.l~y----~~~W~i~t~h--a~tt~~ntiong 
easily distracted -interrupts comprehension~·appreciaticmn 
6.Jean he recall a series of 3 (or more) events from stories or personal ~xp~riendt? 
t .. ~ Little recall GOod recall 9 
• + \< - • - l . -
Accuratl recall Mor~ than 3 
but not s~qu~ntial accurat~ly 
1. Can he repeat sh~rt rhymes? (without cons~Gkr.ation of speech difficulti~s) 
.rn!aequateli : With~omisslons "' Ad!~at~ly · ~· Easily; ~xpr~ssiv~ly 
8 .How do~s h~ 
ldm!ifies 
interpret pictur~s~ 
1l..' O>.t 'll ~t;)) ' OuJeC S .11. or ,.;. 
d~scriptive remarks 
• Can fn~~rpr~t~ 
n~~ds questioning 
9 •. can he att~nd to on~ activity for reasonabl~ length of tim~? 
• ~ Evaluativ~ 
int~rpr~tation 
~*--~--~ .. ----~~+i~~---~~0>~-----~·~~---=~"'--~--~b F,lits.!) s~ldom s·~~s Easily distr?ct~dj) Wh~n int~r~st~d Compl~t~s tasli or 
it t~rough to end often unfinish~d activity withinhjspowe~ 
10. Do~s h~ ~xhibit curiosity? 
+ "'· .J 
~ks inter~st Occasionally Normal for age Inq uiring mind 
lls Do~s h~ sho~creativ~ ability? ~a----P--~~~--~~----~~~"'~----r-~~~~--~~~----~--~· ic ar~as reativ~, 
iJllalginativ~ 
\ 
1a~ Does he show. inter~st in associating symbols with m~anings. words, pictur~s? 
Il.ac 
~ ~ L • 
1~ Int~r~s normal 
for age 
-4-
Unusua interest 
for age 
Part III 
SKILLS 
• Q 
~e Do~• he ~ave good control in IllOVing abou~? (not clumsy 1 awkward) 
2 •. Does he ~~k up and down stairs prqperly~ (6ht foot on each ~~tP) 
3o Does he dreS'S llnims~lf?;. 0 o·o 0 0. 0 ........ 0 ............. o.o. 0 0 •• 0 ...... 0 0. 0 
4o Does h~ tie his shoelaces 'l ••• o •••••• o ~ ••• o •••••• o ••.•••• o ••• •·o o 
5• Does h~ put" on his rubbers or boots without help?· .... o·•••o•·.-a•• 
. , 
6. Does he bounce and catch a ball?· •·•·• •·• •.•.•.• ·• •·•·• ••.• o .... o., •• • ..... -. •• 
. 
7. Do~s he show manual dext~rity in handling mat~rials? oe-• eeo.e-o .... 
. (liltbout dropping o!' spilling) , 
a .•. Do~s h~ show manual dexterity in cutting on a lin~J) around shap~? 
9o Does he skip with both f~~t? ••.•• ··-····· ····'" ........... 4 ......... "0 ... ··u·• •• 
10·. Do~s he respond to music rhythmically? ····.eo.-o.oou.oo-o.•·····eo-.uo ... 
11. Can h~ match ton~s? .... o• •-o• o •••.• ••ll•• •••• •.o:• •·• ......... •·o ... ~ o ..... o o • 
lZo Does h~ distinguish lik~ness~s and di£ferenc~s of soundS~in.words? 
13. Does he discriminat~ visually between liken~sscs and differences? 
~·, • Can he solve simpl~ Judy-t~ puzzles? o'Jo t,Q •• a .• pi.JQC.S). ou·u 
1S~3Can he solve more complicated puzzles? 
16. Does he r~cognize and name colors?· 
11. Does he know his own right from left? 
. , 
••'•.,e -..o ...... e-e•e ... • ... -.'8,•·• .•·• • • 
red ...... 
orange 
y.ellow 
green 
blue 
purple 
••·• • •·• .... 1111 e·o.o•e.e.'O'O·o • 11-. o o • •.• 
l8~ .. Does he count by rote to t~? 1t • • ............... •.• o·•• •• •·•.•··o 11 o.e,o-o., b·•·•••-o 
. ,. i "' 
19. Can he cpunt 4 or p10re objects? ••.o••·•••oe.e-o11'o••;•·•11•••.•••'0"•oo·••-e 
20 o -Does he know certain related words such as 2!.s_and litt-le. 7 
high and !21! 
~and down 
over anat.inder 
iiiir and far 
-5-
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.. 21. Can he tell his name? •¥••·•·•. • .............. •• , •-• 11 •• o·o"' ..... o. 
o~i...~es he know his addre!s?:····-~~-· ........................................ . 
~ 3. Does he recognize hj~ name when .printed'l' •.• •·• o ...... . 
. 24. Does he ~a)} .Print 4I>{b) write his name? (manuscript) 
2~~-noes he show an interest in books? 
2~ Does he pretend to read books and make up stories? 
'll:!7. Does he show an interest in letters? ....................... . 
. 
. 28?. ·Can he identify 3 (o~~ mo.re) letters? .......................... . 
. . . 
.2;9.;. Can he identify 3 (or more) ·nUmbers? ••• .................. .,. . 
.3®. Boes .he copy a _circle? •·• •·••·••·••·• .......... , .................. . 
a square?, ,. .•. 'l,o ........... ,,. ............ • • •.•·•··••••·•·• 
a triangl~? o•e'e-o>l'l .. jl ..................... ., ............... . 
. a diamomd;l . ., .............. ~ .•• •.•···~·~-. ...... ••····. 
3l. Can he repeat four digits? .................................. ·.uv 
03~ ~es he recall four objects { in a game)? .... .,. .......... . 
~.·Does he have visual m£mory~£ likenesses and differences? 
HABIT$ 
Check any habit that is usual behavior, good or bad. 
1. '·Does he cover coughs and .. ~neezes? ......... ~~ .-................. . 
·2·~·.Does he use a handkerchief properly.? .:. .................... ., 
' 
.3~ Does he use drinking fountain properly? ;. ,:~·•o on·u· •. o.o 
. 
4. Does he take care of his ·personal needs? ................. ,,, 
. 
s: .. ,Does he wash his hands before eat:ing? , .... , ........ ~ • .-..--o •. o 
. 
6.Does he wash his hands after usihg toilet? oe;eit.-.-... ... ·o 
7 .. Does he have tantrums? ••'•o•·o_ .... , ....................... , ••.• o •. •• 
9.,. Does he bite his \hails? o·o .. •.••••·o•,•••·• •••·•••·••• •·•••·•• Q-10, .floeS he SUCk his thumb? ••·••·•·•·o•·••.e o•oe·e.O'o-o•e.q.,e'l •·•·••.o 
11oDoes he pick his no~e? ,., o•·o,.·'O-o-o ...... ., ...... , .... ••. •·•·• • ··•·o.o • 
12 0 Does he twist his hair? • oe ...... o ... o .• -6···. '0'1. •·••••• ··•·o·•-e•• 
lJ, ·DoeS he masturbate? oo'ee·-o•••'~"·o•·••·o-o•·•·•·•,.·••••o••••••.o 
ll4.o ·Does he have nervous twitCllhes? -o·•·•••'~•·o••·•·• .. ·•·o·•'ll,o•·• 
-6-
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this inotrum.e:nt was construc ... ;ccl i'vT the ::'····~pos:e of enubling ths 
kindergarten teacher to better underat:~d and evaluate each child in 
t<:J'""'lil of his de-..relopment, personality and adjuErtment, 'Its use in ·!ihe 
Wi .... 1.1 and again in the Spring will, ·we hopoll sho;,v ~l.i'OC'~ho Ito initicl 
use will indicate those areas in which the child naa developed se.t:l.e~::> 
f'G.ctorily and those in which ftborfiher gl:'017th i~ d<:Jsirable at ihis J.~volo 
A .face sheet has been added to tho :report fo't' identifice:/;:!.on pWl"POC--'f~k 
98 
:lo names are to be included in the stud.yo Ki;,;~dly m_~lte two cop:tes or ·fih::l 
Clt:so Lis-e (attached) .. ona to be kept by the -~E.ncher e.nd one to b(i) rEt~urr<~)v, 
'Gith ·fihe reports.a Assign a nwnber to each pupil:. add initialav birthdato .__:.~,~ 
oe.Xo 
:Jxauple: 1 - §..,II,., 1956..,.10-18 Fe 
Please retUl~ any unused forms~ 
P&'"l"'"!i I"' 
Check ( V') the appropriate anawerGI 
If you have not had the opportunity to observe behavior or do not have 
suf.ficient information to answer e.ny item5 max"k it P.~~. (don~tt k,now) 
Part IIe 
1. In ratL~ a prticular behaviors disregard as far as possible any 
.favorable or unf'avorable impression wh.i.ch has been formed of the pupUo 
mate each item without regard £or a~y other itemQ 
2o Place a mark {X) on the line at ·!:;he point which nost accurately deoC".ii:Uooo 
the child0 s usual behavior~ The mark (X) need not be P,laced d&rect!.y 
over a descr!Pt'iOn as each trait iti thought of as being on a co n·U.nut-'!lll'"' 
3 0 ~/here there are {a) and (b) descriptions9 chboee the one that is 
most like the c}l..ildo 
Part III" 
Check ( v"j the colv.mn tlm.t is most appropriate" 
Atl.di·ciona:t Itenn 
Please i.t"lclude!l if possible a P.,enq:!:,~ drawing of o. man from each child0 
This may be done in a g1•oup by giving the follmv:Lne instluctions~ 
"I VIall'~ you to nw.ke a. picture o£ a :m.ano lkke the very best pic·iiure 
t:b..e.t you can0 Take ynur tims and work very carefully~~~ 
Sncc.w: .. ·..tov t:tnyuue \'ih( seems to need it, but discourage an1 commento 
oz.-- r_ ") ' ·.-;.· '"'1.ilase wark each drawing with the child r s code number and 
i!d:i:iie~so 
--
T<;achsn 
Ct11io :.')umhP.'I" Iniiiials 
]. 
4: 
6 
e 
s 
:w 
.. ·; .!.~ .. 
12 
1:3 
14: 
1.5 
. - -~·-* ___ _ 
" 
.. , 
io 
21 
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